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Rape statistics
show 'alarming'
increase at UNH

Smith Hall Fiesta
brings a world
of culture to UNH

By Joe Flynn
TNH Staff

By Bridget Hubbard

TNH Staff

The number of sexual assaults - particularly
acquaintance rapes - reported to the Sexual Harassment and Rape Prevention Program (SHARPP)
rose significantly during the current school year.
SHARPP statistics released yesterday showed 20
more cases of sexual assault were reported this academic year than last year.
A total of 52 sexual assaults were reported to
SHARPP this year, according to Jane Stapleton,
coordinator for direct services at SHARPP.
However, Stapleton said statistics compiled by
SHARPP include reports of sexual assaults that may
have occurred any time during a student's time in
college.
Of the total, 22 rapes reportedly occurred this
year.
Although the number of stranger rapes reported
was nearly the same as last year, 18 more acquaintance
rapes were reported. A total of 46 acquaintance rapes
were reported this year, according to SHARPP's
statistics.
Stapleton said this figure was "alanning" in that
it shows acquaintance rape continues to be a problem
on campus.
"You are more likely to be assaulted by someone
you know than a stranger," Stapleton said.
Dan DiBiasio, vice president for Student Affairs,
said increasing awareness about sexual assaults is
important to try to reduce the number of acquaintance

Freshman Tom Powley drove across campus
Friday with a megaphone to let people know about an
event that offered UNH a glimpse into different
nationalities.
His method of advertising seemed to work, as
about 2,000 people attended Smith Hall's ninthannual International Fiesta on Friday. Since Smith
Hall is closed this year for renovations, the location
was moved to East/West Park by the MUB.
Powley, who helped organize the event, said the
purpose of the Fiesta was to bring cultural awareness
to the campus. This year's theme was "Planet Earth
on Parade."
"We wanted to introduce UNH ~tudents to foreign cultures through things such as food, music and
crafts," Powley said.
People at the Fiesta danced, played hacky sack and

Youths enjoy cotton candy at Smith Hal's Internatiooal Fiesta
(Matthew Becker/ TNH Staff photo).
rapes.
Stapletonsaidanumberoffactorsmayhavecontributed to the rise in reported assaults.
One factor could be that the number of rapes may be
increasing, Stapleton said. However, she said because
many rapes go unreported, it's hard to know if the
number of rapes increased or if more are being reported.
Rape, page 2
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New beware 11·sts
appear On wa11 s
By Tareab Fischer
TNH Staff
They're back.
The "beware lists" located on
some stalls in the women's bathrooms that were removed by janitorial staff have reappeared, according to Phil Wright, housekeeping supervisor for UNH.
The lists had been taken off the
walls after a housekeeper saw the
March IO article in The New
Hampshire that had a photo and an
article about the lists, he said.
"Beware list" is the name given
to the lists found in women's bath
rooms containing names of male
UNH stud_ents and faculty accused
of sexually harassing and assaulting
women. The lists in the bathroom
in Hamilton Smith Hall contains
fewer than 10 names.
John Murphy, an attorney with
Coffey Legal Services, which services full-time undergraduates at
UNH, said th~ only way legal aca
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tion could be brought against the
University by the men whose names
appear in the stalls is if "the school
condoned or allowed the accusations to be communicated through
some process directly in control of
the University," he said.
"I don't see how the University
would be responsible for nameless,
faceless people," he said.
Murphy said UNH's only obligation is to make sure the writings
are removed from the stalls.
He said that he has not had any
cases that relate to the "beware lists."
'The problem is that it isan improper
forum. It seems to me that they're
defacing property. It's not a proper
way of free speech," he said.
"It may be their only outlet, I
don't know," he said. "If what
they're saying is true, they should
accuse the people openly."
Murphy said that the writers
could suffer consequences of defamation. He said that he supports the

Walls, page 9
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•International Fiesta offers food, music and crafts
Cont.from page 1
sat on the grass while listening to
the various types of live music being played throughout the day.
Some of the musical guests were
Thanks to Gravity, Wildest Dreams,
Panik, The Art of Black Dance and
Music and the New Hampshire
Notables
Powley said The Art of Black
Dance and Music,anAfrican rhythm
and percussion band, wasoneofthe
most popular bands at the Fiesta.
A wide variety of food was
served at tables set up by students
from countries such as Thailand,
Sweden, France and Greece.Around
10 types of food were available,
such as stir fry chicken, cotton candy,
fried dough, and beignets. Most food
cost between $1 - $2. A popular
drink was the Greek cafe frappe.
In addition to the music and
food, people could have their names
written in Japanese and learn the
English translation. Some people
had different flags painted on their
faces. Others participated in the
"hug -a-foreigner" booth, where
international students would dip
their hands in paint and then hug a
person, putting their handprint as
well as their names on the T-shirt.
'The Fiesta helps students who
~ve not had the opportunity to go

A band performs at Friday's Smith Hall International Fiesta (Matthew Becker/fNH Staff photo).
abroad experience the different
tastes and flavors of foreign cul,tures," student Blake Annstrong
said.
According to Powley, there was
a lot of speculation whether the

Fiesta would take place this year.
'There was a lack of spirit since
the Fiesta could not be held in front
of Smith Hall,"Powley said. Many
students were not sure the Fiesta
would have the same atmosphere if
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it were held in a different location,
he said.
Powley, along with other concerned students, decided to help
organize this year's Fiesta in order
to keep the tradition alive.

"If the Fiesta had not gone on,
it would have been a huge loss to the
University and the community,"
Powley said.
Iiro Lehtinen, a freshman from
Finland, said he helped to organize
because he did not want to ee the
eight-year tradition come to an end.
"It is essential to keep the tradition of the Fiesta alive o the spirit
of it will not die," Lehtinen said.
"Going through with the Fiesta
was a last minute decision, and we
were nervous if it would get done
on time," Powley said. "We are
very grateful to the Programming
Fund Organization because they
helped us a lot."
"We are really happy that there
was such a good turnout," Powley
said. "It seemed like everyone had a
good time."
"We hope it opened up a lot of
people's eyes" to different
cultures, Powley said.
Junior Padrick Shaughnessey
said he enjoyed the Fiesta and was
impressed with its accomplishments.
"It shows that a group of people
from different countries can work
together to put on something
amazing," Shaughnessey said. "It
gives me a little hope that there will
be some world peace in the future."

•SHARPP reports increase
in acquaintance rape
Cont. from page 1

"This issue has been in the media," she said.
"We've started to talk about it more."

More students are also seeking counseling from SHARPP, she said.
Stapleton said last year's numbers may
have been lower because of the Antonio
Darnell Steadman case, in which Steadman,
a UNH basketball player, was accused of
raping a student in his dormitory room.
Steadman went before the conduct board and
was expelled. However, the conduct board's
decision was overturned by the state courts.
She said students may have been afraid
to seek SHARPP's help because of the
negative publicity the Steadman case attracted.
However, she said recent well-publicized
events involving sexual harassment and assaults, such as the William Kennedy Smith
trial and the Clarence Thomas confinnation
hearings, may have helped change the negative attitude toward reporting assaults.

The cases reported to SHARPP do not
get reported to the police unless the victim
decides to prosecute, Stapleton said. She estimated that 10 percent of the assaults reported
this year are being prosecuted.
University Police Chief Roger Beaudoin
said only two cases were reported to the
University Police during the school year.
"I would like to have more cases reported,
investigated and prosecuted," Beaudoin said.
However, Beaudoin said he understands that
coming forward can be difficult for victims.
Beaudoin said campus safety in general
"starts with the individual."
He said students should take steps to
make sure they are safe.
"It should be an issue that everyone is
concerned with," Beaudoin said. "There is no
place that is 100 percent safe."

TNHAP OLOGY
In Friday's edition of TNH, the article "Black student to leave
'white campus"' included comments from University Police
Chief Roger Beaudoin that were not directed toward Alpha Tau
Omega. Beaudoin said he was referring to a different incident.
Due to a reporting error, the article improperly linked separate
allegations. The allegations against the fraternity were unfounded
as written. We apologize for the error.
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Meal plans come to the MUB Pub next fall
By April McBriarty
TNH Staff

•
Students will get credit to use form ea~ in the MUB (Tim Broadrick/
TNH Staff hoto).

Next semester, the MUB Pub
cafeteria will extend its services to
meal plan holders. Students with
meal plans will be able to dine
in the MUB from 7 - 9 p.m.
Monday through Thursday by
using their meal plan card.
Students who don't eat in
the dining halls on weekday
evenings will get a transfer
credit allowing them to purchase food valued up to $3 in
the MUB Pub. According to
Polly House, the manager of
MUB dining, new dinner specials will be designed to accommodate the $3 credit.
This arrangement is the
direct result of a student survey conducted in February by
Ingeborg Lock, director of
Dining Services.
The survey asked students how
they felt about closing the dining
halls a half hour earlier to compensate for a dining program developed with the MUB. When the reaction was positive, plans to accommodate the students' wishes
began to get underway.
House said this is an added
service being offered to students

who were concerned about missing
dinner in the dining halls because of
a full class schedule.
Freshman Sarah Cloutier said
the new arrangement is a great idea
because some nights she misses
dinner because of practices.

whose schedule conflicted with the
dining hall hours will be able to
receive a meal instead of having to
purchase food elsewhere.
Sophomore Kirstie Collins
said, "This is a good idea because
sometimes the dining hall food isn't
very appetizing and sometimes it's hard to make it to
dinner."
Using the mt;al
card will also increase business in the MUB from 7 - 9
p.m., Smith said. He said the
time slot is the slowest in the
cafeteria.
According to
Lock, this new arrangement is
not without its fair share of
concerns.
Lock said one
problem with the arrangement
is that students commonly
miss meals (at least one-third
out of the 19 meal plan) and
this is taken into account when
figuring the total cost meal plans.
Increasing students' chances to
use their meal plans will force the
price of the plans to increase, Lock
said.
"I am not worried about the
staff, the quality of food, or the
students, it is just the unknown
numbers," House said.

"Sometimes the
dining hall food
isn't very appetizing
and sometimes it's
hard to make it to
dinner.''

- Kirstie Collins
"Eating at the MUB is better
than losing meals and spending my
own money," Cloutier said.
"Our staff is dedicated to making it work. The meal card will not
only be good for the students but
also for the MUB cafeteria," House
said.
Night grill coordinator Matt
Smith pointed out that students

New ingto n Mall store owne s are left· the dark
By Michael Hayward
TNH Staff ·

The Newington Mall needs a new owner.
As of last Thursday afternoon, store
owners in the Newington Mall said information about the mall's planned July 17 trip
to the auction block is "mysterious," due to
the lack of communication between them and
mall owners.
Three mall store owners said they found
out about the mall's auction in last Monday's
PortsmouthHerald. So far, neither the mall's
owners nor management have spoken to them
about it.
According to the Herald article, the
480,533-square-foot mall will be auctioned
off July 17 by Paul McCinnis Auctioneers
Inc., of Hampton Falls.
Carol Jule, owner of Mosquito Traders,
said very few business owners know any '
specific information about the auction.
Neither the owner of the mall, Portsmouth
Colonial Limited Partnership, nor mall manager Sharon Hodsdon were available for
comment. The owner's insurance company,
Traveler's Corp., said they were unable to
give out any specifics about the auction.
The 18-year-old mall-with only 58 of
the 70 stores filled-has been dealing with
The Newinpon Mall mfor sale. Store owners are wondering about the future, but mall ownen aren't talking (Matthew Becker/
financial difficulties because of the slow
TNH Staff Photo .
economy, competition with the neighboring
business owners don't know who is, or will
Fox Run Mall. Also, the closing of Pease Air declining, then I don't think Pease's closing ing.
Force Base cost the mall about 10,000 cus- would have bun us so much."
"If somebody does buy it, it will have to be be, interested in buying the mall.
Mall janitor Jim Freeman said nothing
Yarrison does not feel any of the busi- somebody with a lot of money," Yarrison
tomers, according to store owners.
will change with the businesses during the
"Business began to decline during the nesses will be affected by the auction because said.
second half of 1990, when the different wings it should only be "a change in landlords."
Dave Whibley, manager of Sam Goody, auction. If no one buys the mall during the
of Pease Air Force base were beginning to get However, he said some business owners are a thinks the owners of the mall might be selling auction, Traveler's Corp. will remain as the
shipped out," said Diamond King Sports bit worried about whether the mall's next since the mall filed for bankruptcy and also owner.
owner Bill Yarrison. "If the economy weren't owner will have the money to keep it operat- because of the foreclosure. He added that
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Sate11ite carries UNH
clasSes to Manchester

Minifest '92

ITV links Durham to other parts of state
are Education 750 (Introduction to
Exceptionality), History 579 (HisTNH Staff
tory of China: From Empire to
People's Republic), Decision SciYou don't have to go to school ences 650 (Operations Managein Durham to take classes at UNH. ment) and Management 611 (BeBy June, UNH's Interactive havior in Organiz.ations).
Television (TIV) studio in the MUB
These courses were "requested
will be linked with UNH-Manches- or required" by UNH-Manchester,
terandstudentswillbetakingclasses Stearneysaid,andweretheresultof
via satellite in the fall.
a "compromise or collaboration"
The studio, which will be of- between the two campuses.
fering four courses in the fall to
Construction for the studio is
UNH-Manchester, is a two-way finished, Montgomery said; howaudio and visual instructional setting ever, not all the equipment has been
designed to enable long distance installed.
participation in classes via televiAccording to Stearney, ITV is
sion, said Barbara Montgomery, on schedule and installation of the
associate vice president for Aca- equipment will be completed in
demic Affairs.
June. She said Plymouth State and
Peter Habler, associate dean of Keene State Colleges will be conUNH-Manchester, said opinions nected by July. Over the summer
vary about ITV coming to the system will be tested for proper
Manchester. Some faculty members operation and faculty will learn how
are excited and some are indiffer- to use the equipment, Montgomery
ent, he said.
said.
"I haven't any sense of how the
The idea of ITV at UNH began
students are receiving it,"Hablersaid over 10ytwSago, Montgomery said.
UNH-Manchester will be re"In the 1980s, a committee on
ceiving courses from ITV during ' innovation and teaching recomthe fall semester only, Habler said. mended interactive television," she
He said more courses will be of- said. In January of 1990, another
fered in the future. These courses committee was appointed to rewill include the four from Durham search ITV and eventually advise
and about six from other areas of the University.
.
the University System, he said.
In May of 1990, the committee
Lynn Stearney, directorofITV, made its first report and began decalled the fall semester ITV's "pilot veloping the policy that would acsemester. '' Durham will only be company ITV's operation, Montoffering courses via ITV, not re- gomery said.
ceiving, she said.
"Our hope is that we will learn
However, UNH may be re- how to bring about the full potential
ceiving classes by the spring se- of ITV," said Montgomery. Eventumester, Steamey said.
ally, she hopes, students "way up in
According to Stearney, courses the north country" will be able to take
offered to UNH-Manchesterthisfall courses at UNHright where they are.
By Helen Stock

Over 400 people attended Sunday's Minifest. The events ranged from face painting to dumpster
painting. Local bands played throughout the d2y. The Mini fest was organized by the mini-dorms {Nate
Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
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reviews diversity at UNH
-sponsored educational programs help to increase awareness
Cur/ew lifted in a Student
By Billie Jean Wickwire
quiet Los Angeles TNH
Staff
On Sunday, Los Angeles off1eials announced the end of the dusk-to-dawn
curfew. Bus service has resumed and
schools reopened yesterday. The city was
quiet for the second day in a row under the
watchful eyes of thousands of troops and
federal and local officials. According to
mayor Tom Bradley, the lifting of the
curfew is an expression of confidence that
any further problems could be easily contained. Forty-seven people were killed in
the violence that ensued after four police
officers, who were videotaped beating the
motoristRodney King, were acquitted last
week.

Arctic a Soviet
nuclear waste
dump, officials
confirm
Soviet officials confirmed they have
been dumping radioactive nuclear waste
into the Arctic for the past 30 years. The
waste has been dumped in the shallow
waters of the Barents and Kara seas. There
may be serious consequences for the Arctic
environment The two coW1tries most likely
to be affected by the dumping are Norway
and Russia. BOlh countries fish in the
Arctic waters. A Norwegian research team
has not found any significant increase in
radioactivity, but the containers of waste
close to the surface may leak in the next
few years.

Kuwait sinking
toward debt
The once-wealthy nation of Kuwait could
very well wind up in debt in the next few
years. Recent government spending commitments have totalled at least $65 billion.
Kuwait's estimated assets are only $100
billion, held abroad in the form of real
estate, stocks, treasury bonds and cash.
Much of Kuwait's money is going tome.et
the huge costs ofrebuilding after the Persian
Gulf War, but officials say much of the
spending is unwise, especially in light of
the fact that Kuwait's oil industry remains
unproductive.

Afghan guerilla
leader may attack
Kabul

Although UNHPresidentDaleNitzschke
said there has been an increase in diversity
awareness on campus, others disagree.
Praise for the increase in diversity
awareness on campus is a collective effort
and should not go to one group alone, according to UNH President Dale Nitzschke.
Ex-Student Body President Malinda
Lawrence said Nitzschke has been "very fair
and receptive to decisions and events" that
directly affect the student, but she has not
seen "a lot of change with diversity on campus."
Nitzschke 's plan to increase diversity
and diversity awareness on campus began
last September. At this time he also made a
commitment to affmnative action and equal
opportunity.
'There has been a great demonstration of
commitment to affirmative action on the
president's part," said ChrisBurns-DiBiasio,
director of the Affirmative Action office.
"The impact, of course, will take time,
but it's a big step in the right direction. Slow
progress is healthy and better than no progress
at all," she said.
According to Nitzschke, there have been
a number of ways that exemplify how campus awareness and sensitivity to diversity has
changed.
"I think the most significant way to see a
change is to notice the tremendous number of
educational programs sponsored by students,
faculty, staff and even administration,"
Nitzschke said.
"We won't really see a change until the
diversity enrollment for next year is se.en,"
Lawrence said. "I don't se.e any diversity in
upper-level administration and haven't se.en
any over the year."
'There have been cases ofdiscrimination,
and appropriate action has been taken,"
Nitzschkesaid "Wearenotwithoutproblems
on this campus, but in that regard there has
been tremendous change."
"I think that if there was more diversity
represented in the administration, then it could
set a precedent for a more diversified campus," senior Derek Bourgoine said. "Until
then, we make do with what we have, which
seems a very non-diversified population."
Whenpositionsopen, UNHdoes look to
diversify those ranks, Nitzschke said. He said
the only available position this year was the
vice president for StudentAffairs, which "has
been on hold since the budget freeze."
"Our application pool was full of quali-

NitZKhke says there bas been more of a commitment to a diversifaed campus this year
(File photo).
fied women and minorities that could diversify our staff," Nitzschke said. "Until the
budget permits, the search is off for vice
president."
Nitzschke added that the "first goal to
look for in the vice president" is the competence and character that the search committee
has deemed necessary in dealing with student
affairs.
According to Burns-DiBiasio, the administration is working to diversify the
campus. She said one way this is being done

is by recruiting people of color.
There is "a genuinely substantial increase in the understanding and positive aspects of diversity," according to Nitzschke.
There is now a more positive attitude
toward "the commitment to a diversified
campus,, as compared to a year ago, he added.
"Overall, I think (Nitzschke) has made
himself visible on issues and quite accessible,,,
Burns-DiBiasio said. "I would say he is proactive, and his willingness to be accessible to
the students is great."

Time out

Hard-line guerrilla leader Gulbuddin
Hekmatyar threatened to attack the Afghan capital of Kabul on Sunday, proving
that there is still turmoil amid the rebel
factions trying to take control of Afghanistan. Hekmatyardemanded thatrival
militiamen withdraw and reiterated his
demands for presidential elections in Afghanistan within six months, claiming that
his support of the new leader, President
Sibgatullah Mojaddidi, is only conditional.
Compiled by Arthur Linke from
newspaper reports.

Young Drive residents relax outside in the warm spring weather (Becky KkldertrNH Staff photo).
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Academic achievements praise d at Convocation
H ollor students 'make the most of thl!ir learning opportunities'
grade point average of 3.7 or higher.
UNHPresident Dale Nitzschke
presented presented the awards and
delivered welcoming and closing
It is a beautiful, sunny spring remarks.
day. About 600 students took time
Nitzschke noted during his
out from their schedules to be rec- opening that the students being
ognized for their academic honored had "made the most of
achievements at the 47th annual their learning opportunities that this
Honors Convocation Sunday after- university has to offer."
noon in Lundholm Gymnasium.
Laurel Ulrich, UNH professor
The ceremony honored juniors of histay and Pulitzer Prize winner
and seniors who have maintained a in history last year for her worlc, A
gradepointaveragesof3.2orhigher. Midwife's Tale: The Life ofMartha
The ceremony also included the Ballard, Based on her Diary, 1785presentation of student awards and 1812, delivered the main address.
the naming of Presidential ScholHer speech, laced with a bit of
ars---those who have maintained a humor and a lot of inspiration, was
By Kristen Stoll
TNHStaff

both high-spirited and powerful. She meaning," Frechette said. "Instead
Frechette said although there
directed her message towards the of looking at education as a tool to was a significant number of women
significance of the little things in bring us money and monetary suc- honored at the ceremony, "it was
life and away from the obvious cess, she showed how education discouraging to face such a large
monetary benefits of an education. makes us see the little things in life body of men," she said, referring to
While Ulrich said the funda- that are important"
the fact that most of the deans and
mental mission of the University is
Jim and Josie Puffer, who also trustees on stage during the certo "fuel our student's capacity to attended Sunday's ceremony to see emony were men.
learn," she emphasized education their son honored, were pleased with
In his closing remarks,
as a "path to a better sense of self." the speaker as well. "She said a lot Nitzschke said the students honored
She said education is "learning to of useful remarks," Mrs. Puffer said. "simply do not get an education,
see what is hidden."
"We noted that she talked about they experience a college educaJulie Frechette, a junior hon- morethanjustgettinganeducation." tion."
ored at the ceremony, was impr~
Frechette was also pleased that
Ulrich's speech also praised the
with the keynote speaker. She said the keynote speaker was a woman. students and their achievement "I
Ulrich was "very vibrant and inter- "It is encouraging to know that she honor you," she said. "I take my hat
esting, compared to other speakers." has gone as far as she has in her off to you. I honor you for not giv"What she said had a lot of career," she said.
ing up."

How many bottles of beer on the wall?

Some students have found a new and different way to decorate their dorm room (Matthew Becker/ TNH Staff photo).

Jamnesty combines music and political freedom
Local bands and former political prisoner promote Amnesty International
By David Mayer
TNH Staff
Jamnesty '92 provided students with
music and a better sense of human rights.
About400 attended Saturday's beneficial
and educational event organized by UNH's
Amnesty International chapter.
The theme for the evening was students
acting for human rights.
]amnesty '92 included performances by
four local bands, namely The Blue Nudes,
Groove Child, Vibe Merchants and Thanks to
Gravity. The Come One See All guerilla
theater troupe, as well as Rei.a Jalali, an
Iranian Kurd who spent seven months in
solitary confinement and was exiled because

he was suspected of holding Kurdish nationalist views, were also there.
Jalali 's speech centered on the need for
UNH students to act for a better world both
locally and internationally.
"I ask you to sacrifice your lifestyle, just
a few hours a week, whether it be working in
a local soup kitchen, or writing a few letters
on behalf of prisoners on conscience," said
Jalali.
He said it was the responsibility of the
United States, as a free nation and role model,
to encourage human rights around the world.
"Oppressed people around the world see
the United States as a beacon of freedom, it
should use its influence and aid to encourage
democracy and human rights," Jalali said.
Carolyn Lambert, coordinator for Am-

nesty International 's UNH chapter, said, "We bands.
wanted people to understand that outrages
Amnesty International is a non-profit,
like the acquittal of the police who beat non-political, volunteer group worlcing on
Rodney King are all too common around the behalf of human rights worldwide. Amnesty
world, but that there is something that they International works for three main goals:
can do about it."
• The release of prisoners of conscience
Students were encouraged to write letters - men, women and children imprisoned for
and sign petitions on behalf of people jailed their beliefs, race, language, religion or ethand tortured for their beliefs.
nic group, provided they have neither used
"Each letter is a message to jailers, we nor advocated violence.
know who you are, we know what you are
•The fair and prompt trials for all political
doing, and we won't accept it," said Jen prisoners.
Burnes, a member of Amnesty International.
• The end to torture and executions in all
Students responded by adding signatures cases.
to petitions and writing dozens of letters.
Amnesty Intemational's UNH chapter
However, the seriousness of the issues did not supports these goals through letter writing
prevent the crowd from enthusiastically and raising awareness of human rights issues
dancing to the music provided by the four on campus.
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UNH student and 16-year-old
involved in Main Street accident
By Raebel Wakefield
TNH Staff'
An accident Sunday afternoon resulted in minor injuries when a motorcycle collided with
a pickup truck at the intersection of Main Street and Garrison Avenue.
The motorcycle, driven by Michael W. Chandler, 16, of 656 Province Road, Barrington,
strucktherear-endofaToyotapickupdrivenbyTheresaJ.Kelley,23,of22CoeDrive,Durham,
as Kelley was crossing Main Street from the Thompson Hall driveway, headed toward Garrison
Avenue. The accident occurred at approximately 5: 15 p.m., according to Durham Police
reports.
Chandler was brought to Wentworth-Douglas Hospital, where he was treated and released.
According to Durham Police Captain Michael Golding, the motorcycle sustained heavy
damage and had to be towed from the scene of the accident.
Kelley, a UNH student, was given a warning for failing to yield after stopping ata stop sign.

STUDENTS

GET IN SHAPE!
STAY IN SHAPE!
Affordable Fitness
At The Seacoast's Best Club
Sign up by June 10, 1992

$99
for the Summer

at The Works
(5/31 /92 to 9/1 /92)
Congratulations! Graduating Class!
You can still join as students!
Indoor Pool and Two Outdoor Pools, Step Reebok,
Circuit Training, Tons of Free Weights,
Nautilus, Volleyball, Tennis, Free One on Ones,
Three Aerobics Rooms and Lounge

TheWol"lu
~thleUc Club

24«3 ~()ute 1 OS
Somersw()rth i-.1.11.

742-2163

C
The New Hampshire 1s

sponsoring a. ca.rtoon
contest open to a.11
UNH undergra.dua.tes.
Your strips will be
printed and voted on
next semester by
everyone on campus.
The top four will
become regulars 1n the
University Comics
section of The New
Hampshire. Wa.tch for
submission dea.dllnes
1n September.
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•Officials examine the writing on the walls
N.H. hospitals
weigh parental
access to AIDS
testing
Despite a new state program to help
hospitals tell parents their babies are being
tested for the AIDS virus, one Exeter hospital says it has no plans to inform parents
about the test. Theother26New Hampshire
hospitals are reviewing the issue. New
Hampshire is one of 44 states involved in
the blind testing of newborns for the HIV
virus to identify AIDS in women of
childbearing age. The government does not
stipulate that patients are to be told of the
results.

ConLfrom page 1
Sexual Harassment
and Rape Prevention Program (SHARPP) as a
mechanism for women to
use to deal with sexual
harassment and assault.
JaneS tapleton,coordinator for direct services
at SHARPP, said "beware
lists" are a recent appearance at UNH and are
common at other larger
campus es like Brown
University.
Wright said that the
lists had to be taken off

• h people cou l'u~ be more open
"/ WlS
about it, but because we're at the
poin t where women feel like they
have to write names on bathroom
th ,
Wa llS, th at te/lSYOU ere S a
bl ,,
prO em.
-Eric Gregoire
UNH S.ophomore

Students share mixed reactions about the lists, but
all agree that the issue is
serious.
UNH sophom ore Eric
Gregoire said he is aware of
the lists. "My first initial
reaction is that I wish it
weren'tnecessacy,"hesaid.
"I wish people could be
more open about it, but because we're at the point
where women feel like they
have to write names on
bathroom walls, that tells
you there's a problem."
Gregoire said that it is a
complicated issue because

the stalls
- - - - - - • some names in
thestallsasstandardjani- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - could be false allegations.
e.
procedur
torial
Tanya Karanasios, a UNH student and
,
Stapleton said the fact that the lists were system, but people can tell myself, SHARPP
ic Af- representative of the President's Commistakendownandthenputbackupisimportant. (Associate Vice President for Academ
or sion of Status of Women, said she feels that
She said the bathroom stalls offer anonymity fairs) Neil Lubow, or any faculty member
women do need to protect !.~rnselves, but the
staff member who they can trust."
to the women.
•i1iybe aii we:ii get ~n the ooginning is allegations should be true.
I
She said that she feels the lists should be
but then we can
Bums-DiBiasio said she felt that the bath- an anonymous phone call,
on the walls. "The people's biggest
left
rooms are one form of communication among move forward," she said
'The lists are not sufficient I encourage concern is that names will go up there that
women, "but it's limited. First of all, it's not
and have the shouldn't, but I don't think that it happenfair to the people whose names are there," she somebody to take the time
courage to tell someone. The problem will ing," she said.
said.
something
"We shouldn't be defacing property," not stop wiless people who can do
A Kittery man was seriously injured in she said. "It may be a frustration of the are told," Bums-DiBiasio said
a two-car collision Sunday in Portsmouth.
Bertram Hollings, 76, was listed in critical
condition at Portsmouth Regional Hospital.
His wife, Ester, was treated and released.
The collision occurred at 12: 10 p.m. on
Middle Street, when a car driven by Daniel
Rowe crossed the road at the Union Street
intersection.

Kittery man

injured in

Sunday accident

Final stress

Weekend
robberies may
be related,
police say
Four robberies took place in New
Hampshire over the weekend and police are
looking for a link between them. The four
attacks took place in Concord, Hookset,
Milford and Bedford. All of the victims
were women. The robber was described by
the victims as being a white male in his mid20s with brown hair. None of the victims
were seriously injured by their assailant,
who made off with purses and money.

Compiled by Arthur Linke from
newspaper reports.

Finals are coming up and most students will have to rmd a way to deal with the streM

(Ted StriphMITNH Staff photo).

AD VE IIFI SIN G DE AD LIN ES
•Ad s app eari ng in Frid ay's
pap er mus t be in by 1 p.m .
on Wed nes day .
•Ad s app ear ing in Tue sda y's
pap er mus t be in by 1 p.m .
on Frid ay.
FHE SE DE AD LIN ES WE IIIE
NO F MA DE T'O BIE BR OK /EN
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LMT senior still making her future plans
By Jacqueline Wade
. TNH Staff

II

I

U80II ays e
mm
Broadrick/fNH Staff photo).

80C

atmosphere at

H (Tim

She still does not have plans
for the summer. "Since I probably
won't find a full-time career position, I'll probably work at a camp
but my goal is to find a full-time job
by the end of the summer."
Cusson has also been involved

sphere. There are always people
around."
Cusson she crune to UNH because the area was pretty and the
University had a good reputation
for its 20ology department. "I crune
to UNH as a zoology major, but
when I found out that I had to take
physics, calculus and chemistry I
decided to change it."
"I made up a list from the
catalog of all the majors that I was
interested in and I just picked one,"
she said. She laughed as she admitted that she dropped out of zoology
before she even went over to the
leisure management and tourism
department to declare her major.
"The dean was really mad," she
said.
Cusson said she is happy with
her major. "I like LMT a lot. I think
there are a lot of opportunities because tourism is a growing indus-

Like many seniors this year,
Lisa Cusson, a leisure management
and tourism (LMT) major, does not
have a permanent job after graduation.
Cusson, a resident of Milford,
"I made up a list from
Mass., has sent out 25 letters in
the catalog of all the
search of employment
majors that I was
"It's hard because Massachusetts is not a touristy state, so it's
interested in and I just
hard to find a job in my major close
picked one."
to home," she said.
Cusson said she has written to
-Lisa Cusson,
several resorts, crunps, YMCAs and
Senior
museums in the Boston are.a.
"I don't want a job more than
an hour away from home," she said, in a variety of organizations on the
"because it's too far of a commute UNH campus. She is a member of
anctl need to make some money for the Outing Club, the former hall
council secretary in Scott Hall, a
before I move out~~
~~ICll~~!!!~!oy~mtl!~MUB~es
Ideally, she admitted, she'd like room and a member of Phi Kappa
Cusson said she doesn i mind
to live in Weymouth with her older Phi Honor Society.
not having any long-term plans right
sister's roommates because she
She said the thing she'll miss now. "My sister is getting married
wants to work in Boston and be near the most about UNH is the social in the fall and I'm her maid of honor
her boyfriend, who also lives in atmosphere, "hanging out with so I need to stick around until then
Weymouth.
friends, the whole campus atmo- anyway."

Career goals in sight for WS BE senior
major, has spent his last two sum"Because of my internship last
mers in Orlando, Florida working summer the training period is
at Marriot's World Center. His shorter," he said. "My manager can
manager at the hotel last summer say that my training in Orlando apAt a time when m~ny seniors helpe<! him get a job at the Over- plies to my training [in Kansas]."
are wondering what they are going land Park Marriot just outside of
In the long-mu, c•aY said, he
to do after graduation, Jeff Gray, a Kansas City, Kan~.
wants to "get into the executive
UNH senior, can relax. He has a job
Gray said he has been accepted manager level." He said that his
that will take him halfway across into the Individual Development extended long-term goal is to get
his
the country and will hopefully Program at the hotel, which has a MBA and move to the
corporate
launch him into career in hotel ad- three- to four-month training period. level.
ministration.
After his training, Gray hopes to go
At UNH Gray has been fairly
Gray, a hotel administration into rooms division management. active. He has been the coordinator
for the Student Ambassadors, a
manager in the MUB Pub, a member of the Hotel Sales and MarketThe English Department announces its
ing Association, and a Phi Kappa
FIRST ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE
Theta brother. He also has a minor
in Spanish.
RESEARCH AND WRITING CONFERENCE
"I'm going to miss so much at
~
UNH," he said, "but what I'm going
Friday, May 8
to miss most is the Bagelry." He
2- 4:30
said that he likes to meet friends
Hamilton Smith 101
there.
PUBUC INVITED
Gray, a resident ofLynn, Mass.,
said he isn't nervous about going to
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. Kansas. His parents are. "My parents are excited for me, but they're
a little nervous too. They both grew
up in Lynn and raised my brother
and I there. All they know is Lynn."
<J--::,
r:,i ·:,
He said he made up his mind in
::'.':'.{} ::·]'} :::'.'.f:I ,::'.'.;1J~
if':l
high
school when he started work,.:::'.lI~
:::::t): ::.J(> i.-:'.;r>: =:::'.'.tJ
ing at the Holiday Inn in Peabody
-~ Elaine,! s:.S.G-HOLARSHIPS PLUS,OUTLET:.•:;. that he wanted to work in hotels.
"I've been preparing my parents for
this for a long time."
Gray said he decided to come
to UNH because of the Whittemore
School ofBusiness and Economics'
(WSBE) reputation for hotel adA .
. •·:.....•❖•
='····
.11 Grand Avenue _..._ .. ,:. .
ministration.
==·i==:;;_ •'.:(,.·:\;;=·
"I know about WSBE and that
;.,v: :, :_...- · · ·-·
:•· (603) 647~2405 ·
· ·

By Jacqueline Wade
TNH Staff

~

~~~ !:~:f$~;<8Pft~~~t~:~
Start·•:Looking·-nowr.foriinext1lear=!
/tr : . ~Jf:> /jj':J

~!!1 ~~- (~~ ~:~,rf~'~:tit?bYe~:~:i~Q-~N-t~~~
., $ S~~ibi~tjsieJ~-$
...

:t\~: : :\:=M~clie~t6t~::,NI;{.03.,10~ = :. : ,.· }: ;~

Jeff Gray says be will miss the Bagelry, where be used to meet with
bis friends (Tim Broadrick/ TNH Staff photo).
it had a good reputation. It is also
close to home and I liked it when I
came to visit my brother who went
here."
Gray said he applied to other
colleges but they dido 't have the
kind of program he wanted. "WSBE
was definitely the biggest draw for

me to come here," he said.
Gray said that he doesn't have
to report to the Overland Park
Marriot until June 29. So, he said
he'll have four weeks to "go golfing, relax and wind things down"
before he takes off for Kansas.
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New IFC president
wants to unite campus

Seven fraternity houses vote in election
By Jean Veneski
TNH Staff
The Inter-Fraternity Council
(IFC) has a new president.
Charlie Mitchell of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, who was elected Tuesday
night, will replace Craig Welch of
Sigma Beta, who resigned mid-tenn
for financial reasons.
Only seven of the 10 fraternity
houses on campus were represented
in the vote, according to IFC Vice
President Rob Miles of Phi Kappa
Theta. who conducted the election.
Three of the houses dido 't show for
the meeting, he said.
The IFC is the governing body
of the fraternity system and works
with the sorority system's
Panhellenic Council to jointly govern the Greek system, according to
Betsey Parente, assistant director
for StudentAffairsand an adviser to
the Greek system. The IFC president serves a one-semester term,
beginning immediately.
Miles said six houses all cast
the maximum two votes, and one
house cast one vote. The final count
was eight votes for Mitchell, and
five for his opponent, Anthony
Sillitta of Lambda Chi Alpha.
Mitchell said that, as IFC

president, he wants to educate
people about the positive things
Greeks contribute and improve relations with the rest of UNH and
surrounding communities.
He already has sent a letter on
behalf of the IFC to student organizations, faculty and staff representatives to invite them to join in a
"non-confrontational forum to talk
and really get to know each other."
Mitchell said these gatherings
would replace meeting only when
there's a problem "and everyone is
angry and in opposition with everyone else."
Mitchell said he has a vision of
making "the Greek system one that
the University can be proud of," a
system that promotes "social brother
and sisterhood, as well as providing
community service, leadership, and
continued fund raising."
Parente said she is "looking
forward to working with
(Mitchell)," and thinks he has good
ideas and the ability to follow
through with them.
"I have the utmost confidence
that Charlie will do a great job,"
Welch said.
Anne Lockhart of Chi Omega,
Panhellenic Council president,
agreed, "He's going to do a good
job."

Junior Karyn McCoy and senior Tim O'Connell enjoy a walk along the tracks (Becky KidderffNH
Staff photo).

UNH

STUDENTS
FACULTY&
STAFF

JOIN THE
DURHAM FITNESS CENTER
FOR

UNH

Athlete
of the

presented
by:

Summer
Special

MEMBERSHIP BEGINS THE DAY YOU
SIGN UP AND EXPIRES
AUGUST 28, 1992

COMPARE TO REGULAR MONTHLY RATE
OF $35! !
Call us at 868-6555
durham fitness center
13 jenkins ct.
durham, n.h. 03824

HAYDEN

SPORTS

38 Main Street
Durham, NH

03824

Week
Name:John Daley
Sport: UNH Lacrosse
Daley shattered a 52-year old
UNH record Saturday with 11
goals in a 17-9 victory at
Vermont. Daley broke Ario
Pirettl's UNH mark of nine goals
vs. Springfield set in 1940. Also,
he has an assist to break the
11-point mark held by three
Wildcats.most recently
accomplished in 1981. Daley also
had two goals wiht two assists for
four points in a 10-7 triumph over
Harvard on April 29. On the week.
Daley had 13 goals and three
assists for 16 points in the two
games.

·Lookfar the ''Athlete if the Week" every
Tuesaay, ONLY in JJze New Hampshire!
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Playing on the edge

- The Universi~ of New
Ba1npshire
A Celebration of the Heritage
of Asians in Am.erica

~- ~·-~

Day of Remembrance Program
110th Anniversaiy of the Chinese
Exclusion Act: the first law to
exclude immigrants based on
their race and the 50th
Anniversaiy of Executive Order
9066 authorizing the
incarceration of 120,000
Japanese-Americans in 1942.

Thursday, May 7

Strafford Room, MUB
12:30 - 2 p.m.
Sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs
208 Huddleston Hall
862-2050
Freshman Ray Valas plays guitar on his dorm room windowsill (Matthew Becker/
TNH Staff' photo).

hursday, May 7 e
in the
Straffor Room, MUB

7an 9.30 p.m.
$1 full time
undergraduates w/ I.D.
$2 everyone else

e

-
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No Time For
a Choice
By Jodie Cline

TNH Staff
Graphics Manager

It will be too Jate when we realize that
the government is controlling our bodies,
our mind and eventually our lives. If Roe.
v. Wade is turned over, will it stop there? I
do not think so; The Handmaid's Tale is
becoming closer to reality. These pro-life
legislators are detrimenta1 to my health and
this country. The consequences of the overturning of Roe v. Wade will be overwhelming. Women will die.
Do the pro-life fanatics understand
what will happen to women or are they
more concerned with controlling them?
I truJy feel that the white maJes who
claim to be pro-life are more anti-women in
their fear of the woman's power over life.
Many men feel threatened by women and
their march toward equality. Some men
would like to see women where they think
women belong: At home.
I am pro-choice, meaning I believe
that women shouJd have freedom to decide
what to do with their bodies. I am not proabortion. ljuststronglybe]ieve that women
should have the right to choose. It is her
body: the one thing she can own that no one
else can. My father, mother and best friend
do not own my body, nor does Gov. Judd
Gregg or President George Bush. So why
are Gregg and Bush telling me what to do
with my body when my mother doesn't'? I
wonder how highly abortion would be regarded if Gregg and Bush could have babies.
Abortion would probably be considered
the ultimate cure for such an inconvenience
for men like these. Judd Gregg wou1d not
likely be the governor ifhe had to stay home
and have babies.
I have great respect for those that feel
it is unethical to abort a fetus no matter
what, as long as these beliefs are kept for
themselves and not imposed on others. Ev-

eryone has a right to his or her opinion and
persona] beliefs. This is why it is so important
that no one talces away mine.
I aJso cannot respect the pro-lifers with
selective morality who say it is OK to abort a
fetus in instances of rape or incest but not if
the woman is financially or emotionaJl y incapable of having it. Every child should be a
wanted child. This country has enough negativeoutside forces to seriously harm thementaJ
and physical well-being of a child who does
not have the quality support from a stable
family that it needs.
I am writing, not just for me, but because
if abortion becomes illegal, I am one of the
few lucky ones who will be able to leave the
country. If such a crisis was to occur, I have
enough money to seek aid elsewhere. I am a
minority. Most women are not as lucky.
Many women will find butchers or coat
hangers to do the job. New Hampshire's
governor, Mr. Gregg, does not (of course)
think of this. He continues to veto the legislation to guarantee a woman's access to
abortions in this state. We need two-thirds
plus one to override his veto, which we do not
have-yet
We cannot vote for any more candidates
that will rescind old laws. We cannot have
anymore David Souters or Clarence
Thomases, thanks to Reagan and Bush. Please
don't let it happen, and it will if you do not
vote pro-choice.
Research the candidates, read the paper
and write to your congress persons because
only an election can stop Roe v. Wade from
being overturned.
And the killing of Roe v. Wade may only
be the beginning. If you have read The
Handmaid's Tale, by MargaretAtwood, I think
you will agree that her world is not the kind of
world we want to live in.

Random Writings is a column written by TNH
staff, and represents the byproducts of
otherwise useful and respectable work at this
newspaper.

Mill Road Plaza,
Durham

868-1424

19 Market St.,
Commercial Alley
Portsmouth, NH
431-5853
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TNH thanks
To the editor:
We would like to extend our
deepest thanks for all of your support during the 1992 student body
president/student body vice-president elections. We appreciate the
help you and your staff contributed.
Elections are a very hectic time of
yearforeveryone; wecouldn'thave
done it without your help. We
apologize for any inconveniences
that we caused you and your staff.
We look forward to working with
you again in the future.
Sincerely,
Andrea Chechile
J.P. Kachaluba

Rugby woes
To the editor:
We would like to express our
disappointment in The New
Hampshire's apparent apathy covering the activities of the women's
rugby team. Despite several requests
by team members, The New Hampshire has failed to send reporters to
any home games. While we understand there may be staff shortages at
TNH. the team's offer of submitting
an article itself was rejected.
On April 25, the women 'srugby
team played its last home game of
the season versus the two-year
undefeated Bridgewater State. In
front of a large crowd, the UNH Aside defeated Bridgewater with a
score of 10-4, while the B-side held
out for a tie, and the rookies demonstrated great potential by playing
exceptionally well in their first visitor-opposed scrimmage.
With the recent flurry of articles
and enthusiasm surrounding the
activities of the men's team, it would
seem that The New Hampshire
would be able to offer some degree
of exposure to the women as well.
The team is looking forward to an
impressive season next fall. Hopefully our efforts and progress will
evoke enough interest to warrant
the type of coverage and support
that The New Hampshire is capable
of providing.
The women's rugby team

Pro-life
rebuttal

My letter is a response to this
student's letter and all the letters
and explanations I have read and
received that tell me why being prolife is being anti-choice.
I am a woman. I am a feminist.
I am pro-lif~. I believe that all life is
sacred-human, animal, or od1erwise. My reproductive rights allow
me to choose the man I wish to love
and make love to. My reproductive
rights permit me to use birth control
or to abstain from sex ifl am unable
to bear a child at this time in my life.
My reproductive rights do not include the right to decide whether a
newly-conceived child is fit to live
or not
Our culture doesnotreally give
a woman the right to choose. I am
told by society that because I am not
married and do not have my college
degree, I cannot get pregnant and
bring the child to term for my life
would be ruined. Why? Why are
women made to feel that the miracle
of motherhood is sinful and inconvenient if it does not arrive at the
"proper" time in a woman's life as
dictated by our patriarchal society?
Does "choice" really give us a
choice when men are allowed to
engage in sex without consequence?
It does take two to make a new life
and it outrages me to think that
women have been convinced that
"choice" will free us from men when
it only permits them to shirk their
responsibilities-"So what If I get
her pregnant? She can get an abortion."
What this all boils down to is
the lack of respect for life. We have
failed to recognize the potential of
an unborn human life and use our
anger toward the transgressions
women have suffered as a justification for the taking of a life.
Women and men alike need to
fight the system that has conditioned
us·to believe that wiplanned, outof-wedlock pregnancies are bad and
that the children conceived do not
deserve the same right to life as a
"planned, wanted" child.
Women should be striving for
the realization that our ability to
bear children is one of our many
powerful attributes. There must be
a change in the societal mechanism,
not in the natural course of life.
Katherine Reese
UNH Student

Take Back
the Night
comments
To the editor:
As one of the organizers of the

To the editor:
In the Friday, May 1 issue of
The New Hampshire, a letter from
a pro-choice student was printed.
His letter was a response to an ad
taken out by the Catholic Student
Center, and a very angry letter at

recent "Take Back the Night" march,
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all those who helped make
this event a success. In addition, my
thanks go out to the hundreds of
women and men who participated
in showing their support for survi-

vors on this campus.
Theeventwasanempowering
experience for all who attended,
and for many that we passed on the
road, in Greek houses, and in·residence halls. Unfortunately, we were
met with resistance at several spots
throughout our walk; music was
turned up to its highest level in an
attempt to silence us; words were
shouted from windows, "feminist,"
"dyke," "lesbian"; and people were
mooned in an attempt to shock us.
It is these events which remain
with me now, several weeks after
Take Back the Night They remind
me of what a hostile environment
we live in; an environment hostile
to survivors of sexual assault, hostile to women, and hostile to gay,
lesbian, and bisexual community
members. 1 believe that these "resisters" are threatened by our empowerment. We challenge the racism, sexism, classism, sizeism,
ableism, ageism, homophobia, and
heterosexism that their very existence is based on.
In spite of-and because oftheir attitudes and behaviors, our
commitment to safety and equality
for all is strengthened. Indeed, we
are thousands, millions strong and
we cannot be silenced. We are proud
of and celebrate being feminists,
dykes, and lesbians. And finally, we
cannot be shocked or shaken.
Jane Stapleton
SHARPP and Women's Studies

Food/or
thought...
To the editor,
You should not trust someone
that you do not understand.
You should not be friends with
someone that you do not trust
Kenneth Scot Stremsky

IKA for donating their time and
musical ability, to Alpha Phi Omega,
the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, Protestant Student Center, and
many individuals who helped plan
this worthwhile event. And thanks
also to the Durham Great Bay Rotary Club for their tireless efforts.
Money is still being collected
with hopes of reaching $8,000,
which will be used to alleviated
hunger and its root causes around
the world and in our community.
What a way for the UNH
community to show it cares. Thank
you all. And if you missed CROP
Walk '92, see you in '93. Any final
donations can be sent to the United
Campus Ministry office, 15 Mill
Rd., Durham. Thanks.
Chaplain Mary Westfall
United Campus Ministry,
CROP Walle coordinator

Thanks to
Gravity fan
To the editor:

I firstmetAndy Happel when I
was touring with the Sound of New
Hampshire!. It was 1979 and I was
writing reviews for Electric Banana
Publications (don't bother looking
for it, it's not in print anymore).
One sultry night in July, the
band, having just checked in at the
Ramada, decided to grab a brew at
the bar there-the Black Velvet
Lounge and Restaurant.
I know what you' re thinking
because I thought the same thing,
too: What's the Ramada doing
serving home-brewed beer? As we
wiped our froth moustaches, the
night's entertainment took the stage.
His name was Andy Happel
and he hailed from Alburquerque.
Well, to make a long story short, the
Sound! boys all had a spontaneous
revelation. That night they up and
signed young Andy, forming what
we all know and love as Thanks to
Gravity.

Crop Walk
thanks
To the editor,
The dust has settled since the
annual CROP Walk for Hunger held
at UNH on April 5. I want to take
this opportunity to thank all those
who took part in making this event
such a success.
The day began with 450 walkers gathering at the MUB East/West
lawn to the melodic strains of
''Riders of the Kitchen Range."
Walkers then walked five or 10
kilometers either through town or
along Packers Falls Road. At the
end of the walk, the walkers had
refreshments and were entertained
by the sounds of "IKA" as they sat
soaking up the sun.
Over 50 volunteers helped with
registration, preparing and serving
food and helping set up and clean
up the event.
Special thanks to Riders and

Now, 13 years and one album
later, I'm listening to them rehearse
for their May8 show at which they'll
release their long-awaited second
album, Avogadro's number.
Andy calls it "Spanish Disco.''
Personally, I think he thinks it's
1979 and he's still in AI burq uerq ue,
New Mexico. He's threatening to
use castanets during one of their
new songs, but I gave him a piece of
sage advice (you can do these things
when you follow a band real close
for so long). I told him I didn't
know how a MUB crowd would
take it. Presently he's mulling_it
over.
They will play some unbelievable tunes , such as "Crayons" and
"Evening in Question," two of my
personal favorites. "Crayons," a
musical study in contrasts, begins
with trepidation and then confronts
the listener with in-your-face lyrics:
"I didn't come here to tell you my
story/ I didn't come here to breathe
your smoke/ I didn't come here to
hear about your pain / Or the prospects of hope your whispering ancestors spoke."
Similarly, "Evening in Question," written in a state of much like
Bono's when he wrote "Unforgettable Fire," puts a mirror to society,
satirically exposing its materialism
and the resultant feeling of desire
and alienation.
Heck, I could go on about the
rest of the songs, but there are 11
more on the album. The May 8
show promises to be a good one
with other excellent talents, such as
IKA and Umbrellahead.
You know, the more I think
about it, the more I think Andy
needs psychological help in finding
a way to express what the group
sounds like. Perhaps the sound that
my personal favorite group, Tap,
describes themselves as can also be
applied to Thanks to Gravity's
acoustic whammy sound: "Unplugged but plugged."
Carol Leigh
UNH student
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The UNH Chaplains' Column

By Jack Lynes,
Minister, Community Church of Durham
In the current political campaign (but also
in others), a nagging question jumps out at
us: Of what relevance to a candidate's quali* fications to serve as president (or other office, for that matter) is the candidate's moral
character? Some ask, for example: Does it
matter whether a candidate has engaged in an extramarital
affair or two? Does it matter whether a candidate has been
involved in an unethical business venture or two? Does it
matter whether a candidate has been guilty of conflict of
interest in serving on boards that rendered decisions favorable to the company from which the candidate (or relatives)
gained financially? Does it matter whether the candidate is a
member of an all-white or all-male club or organiwtion?
Does it matter whether the candidate has used drugs or
abused alcohol at some point in the candidate's life? Does
any of this matter? Is any of it relevant to a candidate's
qualifications to serve as president (or hold another office)?
Well, one answer is: Yes, it matters. It matters a whole
lot; this kind of infonnation tells us something about the
candidate's personal integrity or trustworthiness or soundness ofjudgment It tells us something about the moral values
that shape the candidate's decisions. It tells us something
about the attitudes and beliefs, habits and assumptions,
which shape a candidate's perceptions of reality. But there is
another answer: It doesn't matter at all. Most of this is simply
no one's business. Most of this is simply an unwarranted
intrusion into the private life of the candidate and has little-if any--relevance to the candidate's qualifications to be
president. So what's the answer? Well, perhaps we've asked
the wrong question to begin with, or at least, have not been
entirely clear what we are asking. Perhaps the question is not
whether, but how much. Perhaps the question is not whether
this kind of information is relevant, but to what extent and in
what concrete ways. For example, if a candidate's illicit
sexual affair or two reveals a persistent demeaning and
dehumanizing attitude toward women, it tells us something,
doesn't it? If, on the other hand, that affair appears to be an
experience from which the candidate has grown and matured
out of which in forgiveness and reconciliation a marital
relationship has been nurtured and sustained, that tells us
something, too, doesn't it? Or again, if membership in an allwhite club or organii.ation reveals a deep-seated attitude of
prejudice at certain levels against black or Hispanic persons,
or at least a cavalier attitude about racism and institutions
that often foster and perpetuate racism, it tells us something,
doesn't it? Or finally, if the experience of conflict of interest
reveals a seeming inability to discern such conflicts where
they seem abundantly clear, it tells us something too, doesn't
it?
The key is not so much in the individual instances, as in
their connectedness to the fabric of the candidate's moral
life. For it is in this connectedness to the fabric that we learn
something important about the candidate's qualifications to
be president. Surely this fabric (the attitudes and beliefs,
assumptions and habits, virtues and vices, values and priorities, etc.) does affect the way the candidate is likely to reach
decisions that office requires. In this regard, we might think
of the attempt to get to know a candidate as trying to discern
the song in the candidate's soul. Each of us has, I think, a
song, to which our heart dances and in which our spirits soar
and from which our important decisions issue. To the extent
that this kind of information helps us to discern that song, it
surely is relevant, but only in discerning the song, not in and
of itself. After all, the last thing we need when the election is
over is a song in the president's soul we had not seen or
anticipated.
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Feelings about Nancy
Krueger's resignation
By Laurie Munson Keller
UNH alumnae, class of 1981
I am writing to the University community to express
my feelings about the resignation of Nancy Krueger, the
women's cross country and track and field coach. I am an
alumnae of both teams, and consider myself very fortunate
to have been coached by Nancy for three years. Each
season, my ability improved and continued to do so after
graduation, as I utilized her coaching techniques and philo ophy.
l know the personal commitment that Nancy makes to
her athletes and the amount of time and energy she puts into
running a quality program, despite many constraints, financially and otherwise. Therefore, when I learned about her
resignation and some of the factors leading up to it, I was
deeply saddened that UNH would be losing this dedicated
professional.

I wondered why one student athlete's actions were
allowed to escalate to such proportions. I wondered about
the support, or lack thereof, Nancy had been given when she
had to deal with difficult issues she had to face. What part
did the media have in portraying these issues accurately?
Personally, I know Nancy has weathered difficult times at
UNH and probably would have succeeded again if the right
supports were in place.
In closing, I can only hope Nancy finds a new coaching
position where she will be truly recognized and appreciated
as a top-quality coach and dedicated professional. UNH is
definitely losing out on this one.

'' ... I can only
hope Nancy finds
a new coaching
position where
she will be truly
recognized and
appreciated as a
top-quality coach
and a dedicated
professional .
UNH is definitely
losing out on this
one.''
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Nanny Wanted: Live-in or -out
nanny care for 7-year-old. June 29August 28, Mon-Fri days. Three
miles from UNH. Prefer Education
major. Non-smoker. Must have car,
outgoing personality, and references. Call 742-030'), leave message.
Painter for summer work near seacoast at Whippoorwill Farm in South
Hampton, NH. Hard worker essential, experienced desired. Willingness to scrape important! Enjoyable
work environment on farm with
sheep, cows, chickens and our turkey, Julius. Call Clint at 603-3947700.

,.

UNH student needed for part-time
child care. Experience and references required. Room and board
possible option. Must have own
transportation. Nice Stratham location (15 minutes to UNH). Must
be available by Sept 1 or sooner.
Call 772-7083

A~SKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $5000+/
month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employment
Services 1-206-545-4155 exL 1505.
WORKING STUDENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ACTIVE
HUNTER JUMPER STABLE.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. CALLBETII
OR JAMES 742-3377.
-

Painter for summer work near sea~ a tWhippoorwillFanninSouth
Hampton, NH. Hard worker essential, experienced desired willingness to scrape important! Enjoyable wort environment on farm
with sheep, cows, chickens and our
turkey, Julius. Call Clint at 603394-7700.

Child Care Provider - Live-in
surnJDer position (June - August).
Care f<r 3 young children within
the context ex a beautiful Vmnont
children's camp. Mom & Dad are
busy camp directors needing a mature, responsible, loving person to
care for their childem. Swimming,
arts, nature~ & other activities
will enable you to interact in a
quality way with our children. Call
Ginny (603) 643-2639.
SurnmCI' student for PolyrnCI' Research Group. Work on projects
involving use of polymers fm special film applications. Requires
good laboratory and analytical

skills. Must have completed sophomore year in science or engineering. Potential for position to extend
through the '92-'93 year. Contact
Rob Cimini ext. 2-3677.
Childcare for 2 toddlers. 15-40
hours per week. Seek experienced
person. Own transportation needed.
Call Evelyn at 868-1632.
Babysitter needed for two girls, ages
2 and 5. Must love children, be
flexible, reliable and trustworthy.
Experience and references required.
Odd hours, weekends, nights and
some days. Own transportation required. Rate is $3.50 per hour. Call
Diana at 659-2359.

SPECIALS EXCLUSIVELY
LEVI STRAUSS AND COMPANYFULL-AND PART-TIME.
Speciab is the complete Levi'sonly store for the entire family. We
offerpersonaltraining,potential for
advancement, an excellent benefit
package and competitive wages. If
interested, please apply to SPECIALS, 350 U.S. Route 1, North,
Kittery, Maine 03904.

I iii FOR SALE

Shimano components, Penaileur
guard,carrier,cyclocomputre. Very
good condition $340 new, asking
$170.207-384-9681 leavemessage.

Need money for college -Recorded
messagegivedetai!s207-646-7008.
American Computer Service, P.O.
Box 700, Moody, ME 04054.

Summer Sublet! Get your own
room, male or female. Live with
funky people. Really CHEAP. Only
one mile from campus. Call Lindsay 862-5572.

Rowe queen-size sleeper sofa. Red,
very good condition, with mattress
and two bolsterpillows,$120. Call
868-1682.

Professional Word Processing for
reports, theses, correspondence,
tape transcription, data base, laser
printing. Experienced, quick return.
Call Janet Boyle 659-3578

Durham Summer Rental: Twoperson apt. $200/person/month. 7
min walk to T-hall, utilities included,
parking. Call 868-7298 . .

YARD SALE - MOVING. SATURDAY 5/9, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Forest
Park 12C, on-campus, first courtyard, right hand side. Rain date, 5/
10.

I.La.

SERVICES

Faculty, staff, students. I'll pick up
unwanted clothes. Just put them in
trash bags and I'll pick them up for
Salvation Army. 1-207-698-1463.

Wholesale
Screen
printing &
Entbroidery

Outboard Motor- 1968 80HP Johnson V 4. All controls, new carbs,
three props, will help install, new
motor on the way, $500 firm. Will
868-1290.
1987 Honda Prelude SI. Excellent
condition. Blue. Air conditioning.
a.m./f.m. cassette. Moonroof. New
tires. Low mileage. $6,900. Call
evenings: 659-7658.
'87 Ford Mustang LX sedan; 5 spd,
a.mJ(.m. cassette, cruise, pwr. locks,
clean, dependable, economical.
Great car for student! $2,350 b/o.
692-4012.

Full time rep & artis
Todd Doucette
(Douce)
868-5787

or
868-6605

Sue • Gene • Sharon

Apt. Furn. 4 sale; 2 sleep couches+
742-3481
Racing Wheels: Mavic GP4 rims,
Campy hubs, fresh rubber, good
cond. 100- Time trail wheels: new
cond. 15 miles of use, Mavic hubs,
Araya triangular rims, oval spokes,
Regina free whe;eland tires included,
$170-. Both sets professionally
built 749-4201
Roland GA60 Guitar Amplifier $150; Atanic skis, Comfort 170
Marker bindings, $85, electrovoice
stereo speakers, $60. Ed 749-2724.
Mountain Bike - 1990 Giant,

Summer Sublet: Beautiful Main St.
Apt. *Red Towers* spacious rooms,
furnished. One single or double
bdrm. open for females. $200/mo
all inclusive. Cal 868-1844.
SUMMER SUBLET: One space
open in great apt. above Store 24.
M/Foptionalforinfocall868-1844.
SUMMER RENTAL DURHAM:
$150/month for double, $200/month
for single. Off-street parking.
Washers/dryers. Nice apartment.
Call Evelyn at 868-3420.
Dover area 1-&2-bedroom apts.
Excellent condition & location.
Heated, carpeted, parking, on
KariVan route. $385 and $475 per
month, plus security deposit. Call
after 5 p.m. and ask for Mike or
Chris at 749-3167.
Rooms for the summer atStonegate,
15 Main St., Durham. Large, airy
house, 3 full baths, porch, free offstreet parking.All utilities included.
$450 for summer. Call owners at
302-737-9471 or 603-968-9336.
Durham summer rental: One-bedroom apartment for one or two.
$300/month, utilities included.
Close to campus, non-smoker. Call
868-9660.

Looking to sublet this summer?
Beautiful four-person apartment at
56 Madbury Road (Davis Court
Apartment). Call 868-1595
Apartments for 3,4,5,6 people all
located in Durham. Call Brenda I 207-439-1304
Durham summer rental: One-bedroom apartment for one or two females $300/month, utilities included. Close to campus, nonsmoker. Call 868-9660
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?
Call Nexus Roommate Network.
UNH students. Referrals only or
open listings. Any lifestyle. Free
info: 1-800-643-2643.
DURHAM - FOR RENT - FURNISHED SINGLE BEDROOMS
FOR FEMALE STUDENTS
ONLY. 1992-93 ACADEMIC
YEAR. TEN MINUTE WALK
FROM T-HALL. PRIVATE ENTRANCE, KITCHENETTE, OFFSTREET PARKING. $1,300 PER
SEMESTER INCLUDING ALL
UTil.,ITIES. CALL 868-2217 AFTER 4 p.m..
in
Condo
Two-Bedroom
Newmarket, five miles from UNH.
Fully-applianced kitchen and small
deck.Available immediately, $450/
mo., three per max. Call 267-6351.

Dear Students: Wehavealargefour- - - - - - - - - - - - bedroom, two-floor, 1 1/2 bath, Summer Apartments - Four & five
wood stove, washer-dryer hookup, bedroom, with large kitchen & livheat and off-street parking. ing room 2 baths, 1 mile from Toil
WORD PERFECT SURVIVAL
leasing $595 and utilities. Hall and plenty of parking. $200/
Flexible
SKILLS
203-743-1633 or 203- month with security. Call Elaine
call
Please
Can you type? WordPerfec~ in790-4498.
332-2568.
struction; group/individual, flexible
hours, reasonable rates. Call Janet
Summer Rentals -Dover/Durham. STUDENT APT. PACKERS FALL
Boyle 659-3578.
Now available. CALL THE RD. THREE MILES TOUNR ALL
Word Processing. Top quality. FISCHER AGENCY at 742-6242. UTil.,lTIES PLUS CABLE $425/
MONTH. AVAILABLE JUNE 1.
Next-day return. Will pick up and
deliver. $1.65 per page. Call Diane ON-CAMPUS HOUSING. 15 CALL 659-7707 EVENINGS.
meals/week, professional cook,
942-5881
parking, good study atmosphere. FIVE-BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Do you know someone who is $1,100/semester for room and RENT. AVAILABLE TO BUS
graduating? Get them a custom- board. WHAT ABOUT THE STOP(S). ATTACHED SUN
decorated cake! Low prices, great SUMMER? $35/week for double, PORCHES.GARAGE.PRIVATE
$55/wk for single. Starting May 23, YARD.AVA1LABLENOW.$1CW/
selection. Call Terri 868-5465.
1992. Call Chris or Al at 868-9859. MONTH. CALL BETTY 7492446.
WordProcesmig-S 1.50perdoublespaced page fast and accurate. Spell Apartment on Foss Farm Rd $200/
check. Resume service also avail- month/I year lease; $150/month/ Exeter- September-Free room and
board in exchange for child care,
summer only. Tom 659-5146.
able. Call Diana now! 659-2359

iSHIRTS+

HONDA 175CB - 1970. Not used
in 15 years, 8,500 original miles,
ran well. S300or BO. Call Roy 8621073 days.

HOUSING

HOUSING ON-CAMPUS - Fourbedroom apt. for four people. Call
431-0068.
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------------------------------- better watch your backs
----------- -- 19 ~
evenings - no weekends - call 778- to campus. Large living room, Wanted:
~wo responsible females you-----on

8544.

Dover: 1- & 2- bedroom apt. $385,
$475/month includes heat/hot water. Good condition., Excellent location on KariVan route. Freshly
painted. Call Chris or Mike at 7493167.

LOCATION: LOCATION: LOCATION. One-bedroom apart-

kitchen, 2 1/l bathrooms, washer/
dryer, your owr. large room, available parking. Affordable price. If
interested call Michelle at 862-5102.

for ideal four-bedroom apt Modern
kitchen, bath, desk off L.R. Short
walk to campus. $250 each, 8685931.

NEWMARKET -

SUMMER SUBLET (5{15-8/30):
THREE MINUTE WALK TOTHALL. REASONABLE RENT,
ONE TO THREE PEOPLE
(THREE DESIRED) POSSIBLE
ROOMMATEMATCIDNGCALL
868-1918.

Large 4 bedroom on bus route., renov. kitchen
and living room, w/d, dishwasher,
deck, wood floors and ample offstreet parking. $900/mo. Jennie or
Fred 659-8224.

~-----------.

HAPP Y
· 21st
HEAT H

SUMMER RENTALS - behind
Stoke Hall. $40/week incl. utilities.
Kitchen facilities, huge sundeck.
Private baths - double rooms. Phi
Kap. Tim at 868-6959.

Love your "sister,"
Kristen
ment 42 Garrison, Durham. Walk
to campus, parking available, come
see how much more apartment the
Cheny Companies offers. $500 per
month includes hot water, large
rooms, washers, dryers and bike
storage in basement. Call Ida 659-

Roommate needed June through
next year. Dover, KariVan route, w/
d/$230/mo. Call Christi 749-2844.

IPERSONALS ilti

the
next sunny day-you just might get
wet! The women at Scott

Nice - I'm still thinking about next
year, but I want to let you know that
where ever I end up you're the best.
You helped me get through this semester and there is always a place in
Colorado for you to stay. Sp come
visit me!
-Colorado
To the gorgeous, attatched AKAK
bro at Karl's: I guess, sadly, the
game's over. Please add my identity
to your grave of secrets. Have a
great summer, blue eyes. Fondly,
theWLady.
To the 1NH late-night staff -Thanks
for all the opportunities to fill my-

New Hampshire Gentlemen
ticketssti/1 available for 6:00 p.m.
show ... . tix in MUB - May 9,
Johnson Theatre.

Newmarket Sublet! Three large 8 women, 8 women, 8 women in a
bedrooms, sunny kitchen, comfortboat, and when we row, we row like
able living room. Wall-to-wall hell,andthisiswhatweyell,UGHH!
2303.
-··-- carpeting. OverlQQks Lamprey Way tc ~t "Yale" JV! Love- .. ..
9
- - - - - - - - - - - River. Stone buildiiig across fiu--u·., -c---.
LARGE SINGLE PRIVATE Riverworks. 50ft from Coast bus seat.
ROOMS. Share kitchen, bath with stop. $180/month. or 8.0. Mark
one other room. Quiet residential 659-6957. It's a stylin' summer So Mar... no, I won't even say it. lion. I'll call you sometime next
Chunks: How's your auto insur- year during layout and laugh. Good
area. Durham. Walk to campus. pad!!
ance?
Looks pretty good to this co- luck Jon, Ali, Spril, and Karen Parking avaiiable, includes utihties,
-.-=--,___,,_._..
,. n.._
Melissa
washers, dryers, and bike room in Need roommates to share six-bed- pilot Me anu 1vJE~y a.iiu ~te~r ~e
basement From $290 per month. room house on Madbury Road. going running on Belknap street
J .D. - Piles, piles everywhere - and
Cheney Companies. 659-2303.
Walking distance to UNH, washer/ tonight. Wnat to come? - Adrian not a drop of space!
I think my bed
dryer, oil heat Call Kim 659-5383.
is
under
that
megapile
over in the
Hey - this is for the instigators in
Housemate wanted for next year.
comer
...
or
is
that
it
under
the pile by
Lord - Danny, Marcus, and Jose HouseonCoeDrive. 5minutewalk

my window?

KIMI: Well, we did it. Cool. Only
18 more days- UH-OH. It's been
fun and I'm glad we did it But keep
me away from your guy friends
named Mike-okay? Love ya dude!
To the Power Pack - I hope next
year is good for you guys. I will
miss you. Please write me and tell
me all the good scoops. - Milo
Kate Taylor is the true vine and
Cabbage is dear to her.
To Marg, you' re the best - things
will improve. Te amo! Love,,..
Mindud
To the girls of Durham, 03824. Not

ltiA\l[)I[)~
uI1v1rItill)A\~
lti~O~ltilr
A\113I[?
much ionger together -we 're going
to have to start a new series.
New Hampshire Gentlemen tickets z
stillavailablefor 6:00p.m.show ....
ti~ in MUB - May 9, Johnson Theatre.
To RALPH - To the Moon!! Love,
Alice

BO MB TH E BLEACHERS!!!
$12.0 0 pays for bus ride and admis sion to
Fenway Park - get 'em while they lastSatur day, May 16 vs. Califo rnia

Angel s SOLD OUT!!!
Sunda y, May 17 vs. Califo rnia

Angel s TICKETS STILL AVAIi.ABLE
All games are 1:05 p.m. start times - Bus
depar ts MUB at 11:00 a.m .. Sign up in the
Stude nt Activi ties Office (MUB 126).
For more jnformat ion call 862-1 001.

..
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Bridget - Sorry I missed you the
other night - I was behind the pile
of clothes by my desk - didn't you
see me? Hope you had fun.
Downk>\yn tonight? Call me.
Shaooa.

-Colorado.

To the UNH womens'rugby team:
Okay so the UVM game was a little
rough, but we won our first game
against Bridgewater. Thank you
all for a great season and a great
year. I will miss all you guys next
year. Win another game for me.

ANNOUNCING AN ENHANCEMENTTO THE IBM PS/2: A lowinterest rate loan that's easy to apply for. Visit the University Technology Center, ground floor, T-Hall
for details.

ADOPTION - We will provide a
beautiful life for your baby. Let's
help each other. Call collect,
(603)929-0388. Barb and Don.

New Hampshire Gentlemen tickets
still available for6:00p.m. show ....
tix in MUB - May 9, Johnson Theatre.
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM
each way on discounted
scheduled airline to Europe from
BOSTON. Call (800) 325-2026.

$216

COME SEE

.0

SUMMER TOURS TO EUROPE, AUSTRALIA AND THE
GREEK ISLANDS.15-19 DAYS.
All expenses paid including meals.
$1,395-$1,798. Call Contiki Tours
1-800-950-1037 ext #2.

I want to buy your backpack! I'm
baclqu:kingEuropethis summerand
I need a very large backpack. Call

Rock-n -Roll to Dance to

New Hampshire Gentlemen
ticketsstill available for 6:00 p.m.
show .... tix in MUB - May 9, Johnson Theatre.

.,IXaleigh
Nishiki
Haro
Made in

SAVE

5%81

10% Parts
& Service

i •
C.

Hey B6- This is the last one. Thanks
for all the macaroni and cheese and
continuous accommodations. I'll
miss you guys next year. Keep a
box of mac and cheese around - I
might just drop by sometime. -Bow
KG - Happy 21st Bday! KP.

r
Y

D.G. -It's been along seven months.
How about giving me another
• N_1_1_o_Js_2_4_ _s__. chance? The F.
__
E_B_R_o_o_K_o_u_RH_A_M
__
_ _P_ETrE
_ _-_B_IKE
D_UR_HAM
..:___
U.S.A.

AT NICK'S

E

MAY6

9:45 p.m.

End the Seme ster
on a High Note
• - e •

-Ii:.&

LOST: '92 UNH Oass Ring. Lost
downstairs in MUB on 4/21. Gold.,
Birkenstockless: Forget Barefoot blue stone. REWARD!! No quesMan and Magic Man, you're the · tions asked. Call Diane at 2-5573.
winner. I loved the bedtime story, it
made me smile and feel like sun- Luanda, you ever been late because
shine. Do you want to get your palm you can't find your glasses? Where
are they? I hate that! As you scratch
read? Faithfully, Luanda.
your head in frustration, you realize,
Yikes Batman! Where are we going they were resting on your head. My
to live next semester? Durham: 3- only magic is this- look closely for
bedroom rentals; Dover: I and 2 a miracle, you may find it in the
bedroom rentals. CALL THE simplest place you never looked.
FISCHER AGENCY@ 742-6242. Look at the simple; It's exciting!

me - I'll make an offer 868-3227.

·?;;~-~~~iliiilllli.. .:~

£
~-

.
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.;

·. .":

,,

RVBR: Na Na Na Na Na!!!!
Beatcha! -RVBL.

NEWMARKET STORAGE
''Your One Stop Moving Center''
* Mini-Bins all ·res - wh haul ';;nu.- ~fa...'! hmne?

:\~i:N~:.1 1~·

. ·. .· ;. ::\::~:~~~:1:!; I

...........

Where is my mystery woman (N.B .)
? -Gray Matter.

* Packing supplies, boxes, dollies, & furniture pads

·. - ff'

Al 11·

Only U-HAUL Moring VaDS Have
. Low Deeb Aud Gentle-Ride Suspenslo:v

Olson/Bane '93.

z;:-_ ~--•

~

T.I.P.-It was quite the weekend.
hope you feel better. I'll be there to
cheer you up. Smile-Bryan.

* Call to reserve trailer & truck rentals
- ONE WAY AND LOCAL -

133 Exeter Road. Route 108 (603) 659 • 7959

Zeppie, thanks for a night I'll never
forget. -Cheryl

,------- ------7
Please send me Bryant's
Summer Session Bulletin.
If you spend most of your time working for someone
else, here'saway to spend your spare time working for
yourself and investing in your future - daytime and
evening Part-Time Studies at Bryant College. Our
Summer Session program offers you abroad
curriculum of undergraduate courses designed to put
you on the fast track to starting, advancing, or changing
acareer.

Prestigious Faculty
All courses are taught by our prestigious faculty, who
have distinguished themselves not only in academics
but also in business and other professions, enabling
them to provide invaluable "real life" lessons to help you
further your career.

Name

Rated One of America's Best Business Colleges
By enrolling in Bryant College Part-Time Studies you're
giving yourself the opportunity to study at the school
U.S. News & World Report rates as one of America's
best business colleges and the best buy of any business
school inthe nation.

Renowned Resources
As aBryant student you can take advantage of one of
Arner ca's leading business libraries and database
resources. You'll also have access to individual
counseling and career planning services to help you
mold and shape your goals.

Address

Watch Your Mail For More Information
There'snever been abetter time to invest in ahigh-yield
education. For more information about Part-Time
Studies, call (401) 232-6210, or mail the coupon to
receive our Summer Bulletin.
Registration begins April 27th. Classes begin May 20.

City

State

Zip

Phone

Mail to: Bryant College
Part-Time Stud_ies
1150 Douglas Pike
~mithfield, RI 02917-1284 _____ _J
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Men's Lacrosse

UNH Baseball

1992 NAC Baseball Standings 1992 NAC Lacrosse Standings
NAC

-.

.Iwll

mm

JJm

1. Vermont
2. Delaware

9
15
13
7
8
6
4
3

4
7

3. Northeastern
4. Hartford
5. Drexel
7. Boston University
6. New Hampshire
8. Maine

9

7
11

10
8

9

w.

.692
.682
.591
.500
.421
.375
.333
.250

Dave Stewart
Jeff Neijadlik
Alex Watson
Scott Ivens
Brian Anderson
T. J. Downey
Jim Neary
Morgan Wotherspoon
Ed Zraket
Chuck Tsiamis
Brett Elmore
Jon Batchelder
Gardner O'Flynn
Tim Westfall
Bobby Payzont
Joe Sarno
Kevin Theberge
~raig McLaughlin
Robert Jordan
Dan Geoffrey
Jeff McHale
UNH Totals
Opp. Totals

.366
.366
.364
.359
.333
.316
.309
.300
.289
.275
.264
.258
.250
.250
.227
.200
.182
.182
.176
.000
.000

Gardner O'Flynn
Erik Mayo
Kevin Theberge
Jon Dion
Rick Mutbersbaugb
Todd Brown

3.59

.295
.290

101
71
€6

39
6
57
68
10

38
40
72

66
32
4
66
30
11
11

17
7
1

813
806

37
26
24
14
2
18
21
3
11
11

19
17
8

Rtt

Tuull

mm

loss

lit

JttL

mm

loss

lit

6
8
12
16
17
19
13
19

.769
.778
.600
.467
.469
.296

1. Delaware
3. UNH
2. Vermont
4. Drexel
S. Hartford

3
3
2
1

0
1

0
0
0
0
0

1.000
.750
.500
.333
.000

7
7

7
5
7
7
8

O
O

.480

.367

I

rhl

.hb.

fill

16
18
14
12
2
9
14
1
4
7
12

13
21
15
8
1
7

8
15

6

20
0
2

8
7
2
S
1
11
6
1
7
5
9
17

13
4

2
2
3
0
0
240

1
155

6

loss

20
28
18
14
15
12
11

1
14
6
2
2
3
0

1
15

mm

8

Statistics
Individual
h
ah
ha
flam:

234

156

4
2
3
1

1
1
0
0

0

1
2

0
0

1

2

0

1
0
13
16

1
1
16
13

0
2
4

2
5
10
11
14
5
1
9
2
1
0
3
1
0
135
141

11
7

1
9

7

17
6

1
1
19

2

1
12
4
2
2
7

4

3
0
4
0
0
135

2

0
111

88

114

---------------------------1
m
all
.mm I.Im
ml
hb.
ill
tildla:

Jim Collins

Dan Gilmore
Robert Jordan
UNHTotals
Opp. Totals

4~0
5.04
5.59

5.64
6.23
~67
8.20
13.03
5.79
5.04

2
3
2
2
3

2

42.7
15.3
30.3
19.3
30.3
8.7
27.0
18.7
9.7
202.0
201.7

15

36

5

10

20

17
14

8

4

11
3

6

11

15
5

9

3

88

114
111

10

135

Women's Lacrosse
Individual Statistics
~

aama

&Olis

~

RDiDls taaa

25

38
30

95
80

13
11
5
3
8
3
1
1
3
3
0
51
32

mim

SI.US

SL..Rt1

aaa.

l!QD

.579
.579
.541

6.7
6.7
7.9

8

12
12
12
12
12

4

12

8

7

Kim Tombarelli

12
12

Amy Gale

12

Ashlee Raiser

12
12
12
12

3
1

Alita Haytayan

Diane McLoughlin
Laurie Geromini
Laura Clark
Mandy Kernan
Toni Felini
Jamie Hare

Val Avramovic
UNH totals:
Opp. totals:

r-alwadiDI
Christa Hansen
UNH totals:
Opp. totals:

19
10
10

s

3

15
13
12

11
8
6·

6
4
3
146
112

Overall

NAC

Overall

73-44-117
49-29-78
21-11-32
35-8-43
4-8-12
18-5-23
8-2-10
10-2-12
3-3-6
1-3-4
3-0-3

0

2

2
4

6

5
5

0
O
0

w

.500
.583
.460
.420
.380

Individual Statistics
# Name

um.s. &nals

20 John Daley
30 Jim Palmer
4 John Mcconaghy

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

9 Eric Presbrey

3 Bill Golden
8 Rich Montalbano
40 Peter Fleming
29 Chris Geier
38 Chad Harlow
41 Scott Wojonovich
14 Kevin Harrison
31 Chris Midura
21 Rob Johnson
23 Kevin Nolan
17 Mark Murphy
33 Peter DeCandia
5 MattBaker
18 Craig Paczkowski
13 Duncan Murphy
22 Brian Vona
26 Lance Galvin
39 Joey Sisca
UNH totals:
Opp. totals:

12
12

12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

46
26
20
25
10
5
10
9

5
1
0
1
2
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
157
109

asm1s W2in.ts

Wfil

12enlmin

23
15
15
8
8
10
2
0
1
3
4
2
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
86
70

78-44-122
26-15-41
29-20-49
34-8-42
10-8-18
12-11-23
14-3-17
12-0-12
5-1-6
2-5-7
0-5-5
1-3-4
3-2-5
2-0-2
0-2-2
1-1-2
2-0-2
1-1-2
1-0-1
1-0-1
0-1-1
0-1-1

2/1:30
7/6:00
1/1:00
6/4:00
1/0:30
1/1:00
0/0:00
0/0:00
2/1:30
8/6:30
8/7:00
1/0:30
2/1:30
0/0:00
4/3:00
1/1:00
1/1:00
7/6:30
1/0:30
0/0:00
1/0:30
0/0:00
76/61:00•
71/58:00

69
41
35
33
18
15
12
9

6
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
243
179

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Includes: 32 Chris Carlisle 12 gms., 3/3:00; 27 Eugene Donepp 12 gms., 8/6:00; 2
Andy White 12 gms., 3/2:00; 28 Tim O'Meara 12 gms., 2/1:30; 7 Tom Mahon 12 gm.,
4/4:00.

GoaJtendin&
22 Brian Vona
11 John Doran
16 Chris Smith
UNH totals:
Opp. totals:

pmes
12
2
3
12
12

mm

hm

7

S
0
0

0
0
7
S

S
7

m.ios,, ~
538:56 157

~

.628

10.03

33:08 4
27:56 S
600:00 166
600:00 143

.333
.313
.593
.562

14.51
23.95
10.90
10.90

UL

Junior attack John Daley was recently nan1ed
NAC Player of the Week. He scored 11 goals to
shatter a 52-year-old UNH record in leading the
Wildcats to a 17 -9 conference win over Vermont.
He also had an assist to break the 11 point mark
held by three Wildcats. Daley also tallied two
goals and two assists in a 10-7 triumph over
Harvard. For the week, he had 13 goals and three
assists for 16 points in two games.
Senior goalie Brian Vona leads the NAC in save
percentage with an average of .628.

1992 Blue/White Football Game Results:
White(Offense) 25
Blue(Defense) 31

------------1-,U pcoming events at UNH:
PIila
12
12
12

600:00 110
600:00 110
600:00 112

8

4

Im.,
4
4
8

• Men's Lax vs. Dartmouth, Wed. at 3 p.m.
• Baseball vs. Dartmouth, Wed. at 3 p.m.
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Men's track squad
places sixth in NAC
Paul Rand leads the 'Cat attack
By Dan Bureau
TNH Sports Staff'
Unfortunately for the UNH men's
track team, places after fourth do not
count toward team points.
The Wildcats placed in the top
four only 10 times with Northeastern,
in contrast, placing 26 times this
weekend at the North Atlantic Conference Championships held at Northeastern University in Boston.
UNH finished sixth out of eight
competing teams.
The 'Cats sixth-place effon was
spearheaded by Paul Rand. He turned
in an impressive second-place performance in the 110 high hurdles. Rand
followed with a third-place finish in
the 110 hurdles.
The top four club included five
other UNH tracksters. Jeff Sallade
supplied another fine performance in
the 3,000-meter steeplechase, finishing third.
Senior Roger Baker placed fourth
in the hammer throw and the shot put
Keith Reeder joined Baker in the shot
put with a third-place finish.
Paul Paquette placed fourth in heat
one of the 100-meter dash and Robert
Velcheck placed fourth in the second

heal
UNH record holder John Lofaro
high jumped 6-foot-5 to finish fourth
and Scott Almond placed fourth in the

triple jump and fifth in the second
heat of the 100 meter.
The 100 meter was dominated
by Northeastern and Delaware, but
UNH managed to finish seventh and
eighth as Paquette sprinted to an
11.2 finish and Velcheck was just
behind him with an 11.4. Scott Clegg
was sixth in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles.
Coach Jim Boulanger felt that
the team "could've perfonned better" and went on to add, "we only
had a handful ofsolid perfonnances."
Boulanger hoped for a stronger
perfonnance as a team and stressed
that the team must get "pumped up"
for the remaining two meets.
"Basically, we have two more
championships to come together for.
The kids need to be pumped up to
perform well at them," Boulanger
said.
The team was beaten by Northeastern, Delaware, Boston University, Maine and Drexel. UVM and
Hartford placed behind the 'Cats in
the seventh and eighth spots.
The team continues its championship season at the Easterns this
weekend. The event is going to be
held at Springfield College in Massachusetts.

"Wildchats"
For one hour of pure
sports, tune in tonight!
11-midnight on
91.3 f.m. Call in
or just listen.

Jeff Niejadlik, who led UNH's offensive attack over the weekend, had trouble getting good wood
on the ball on this pitch (Nick Frangis/TNH Staff' photo).

Huskies take three of four
Baseball team hits a snag in NAC competition
By Colin C. Haley
TNH Sports Staff
UNH splitadoubleheaderwith
Northeastern University Saturday,
losing the firs~ 2-1, but rallying to
win the second, 5-4.
In the first game, Gardner
O'Flynn (2-4, 3.59 ERA) gave up
eight hits and only one earned run
but took the loss for the Wildcats.
Unfonunately, pitching well and
losing is nothing new for O 'Flynn.
In his four losses this season, the
offense has averaged only 1.25
runs.
"I just try to keep the game
competitive," said O'Aynn. "I
know the guys are doing their best,
we joke about it in the locker room.
I don't worry too much about statistics."
In defense of the Wildcat bats,
they were facing Northeastern 's
ace, John O'Brien(l.44 ERA) on
the mound and he threw a one hitter
for the Huskies. That one hit came
off the bai of Jeff Niejadlik(.366
ave.) in the first.
In the second game, Brett

Elmore had a game-winning triple
in the sixth to break a 4-4 tie and
put UNH on top for good.
Rick Muthersbaugh and
Kevin Theberge handled the potent Northeastern lineup for a
combined seven hitter.
Alex Watson, Dave Stewart,
and Jeff Niejadlik, the first third
of the UNH's batting order, had
six of the nine hi ts and four of the
five RB I's. The three are battling
for the teams top average. Stewart
and Niejadlik lead the team with
a .366average with freshmanAlex
Watson just a swing 's length away
at .364.
Sunday's doubleheaders
were painful to watch as UNH
fell apart in the first losing,19-9
and the second, 6-1.
Jim Collins (1-2, 6.67 ERA)
watched in disbelief as his defense committed five errors behind him. Collins gave up 15
runs before he was lifted in the
fourth, however, only five of those
were earned.
Dan Gilmore came on in

relief and pitched well against a
hot-hitting Northeastern team,
giving up four runs.
New Hampshire staged a sixrun rally in the sixth. It was highlighted by a Morgan Wootherspoon
triple to center that would have
beenoutofmostmajorleagueparks
but it was no where near enough.
In the final game of the series,
the 'Cats were held to one run as
they lost 6-1.
Jon Dion (2-1, 5.59 ERA) took
the loss for UNH. He was relieved
by Todd Brown in the fourth and
Erik Mayo in the sixth.
JeffNiejadlik led the 'Cats offense going 2-3 on the day. Bobby
Payzont scored the team's only run
in the third.
The 1-3 weekend drops UNH
to 13-16, and 7-13 in the NAC.
Northeastern continues to build on
an excellent season, raising its
record to 21-16-1 overall and 1610-1 in NAC.
UNH hosts Dartmouth at
Brackett Field on Wednesday at l
p.m.

Baseball skipper bids
fare well to Wildcats
CONNER, from page 28

Gardner O'Flynn ha trouble with an errant throw on Sunday (Nick FrangislTNH Staff photo).

year and feels fortunate to be following in the footsteps of his mentor. "l
have a tremendous amount of respect for Ted," said Bettencourt.
"He's worked real hard and gave
everything, he's a legend."
The word that comes up most
often in conversations about Conner
is respect. Conner has done his best
with a program that has not received
the support that some of the other
major sports have. Conner does the
little things, like raking the field and
carrying equipment. He never asks
more from his players than he gives.
"He does expect a lot from his
players,"saidGardnerO'Flynnabout
Conner's style. "He should. We're

at the college level."
Despite his tough style, it is obvious that Conner has a deep concern for
his players.
Conner said that one of the most
rewarding things about coaching was
"seeing young people come into the
school as freshman and then seeing
them graduate, knowing that you• ve
helped them not only to become excellent baseball players but better individuals."
UNH will miss coach Conner's
dedication, work ethic, and love for
the game. For the many years he has
been here, he has inspired countless
athletes and represented UNH with
class.

._
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UNH athletic facilities finish behind the pack
FACILITIES, From page 27
'"I go and talk to my alwnni and they ask
me for a direction and I need a direction from
people who are making decisions, but right
now it's all blue smoke and powder," said
Noonan.
UNH women's lmketball coach Kathy
Sanborn is embarrassed to show recrui~ the
locker room and weight room. The gymnasium is another problem for Sanborn. The
gym is used by women's and men's basketball and recreational sports. Each share equal
time. Sanborn said she has had to give up her
gym time and practice at a local area high
school in order to give an opponent time to
practice on the day before a game. The

women's team also had to move the first
game of the NAC playoffs from 7 p.m. to 5
p.m. because the.state basketball tournament
was already slated to be held at that time.
There is no outdoor track. The track team
holds home mee~ at Spaulding High School
in Rochester. The team has to take a bus to
home meets and this is the state university.
The Special Olympics are held here and the
track is hardly suitable for walking.
The UNH varsity weight room is cramped
and crowded. In fact, there was no weight
room until the mid-80s, when UNH football
players raised money to buy all the equipment
Most of the schools in the Yankee Conferenceand Hockey Easthave separate weight
rooms for football, hockey and the other

sports. UMass and UMaine have enormous
weight rooms for the football programs.
UNH's tiny weight room is shared by every
student athlete at the University.
I don't know what the answer to the
problem is. I tried eight separate times to
speak with the UNH administration about the
problem, but my calls were never returned.
They probably don't have the answer, either.
The fact remains that UNH is rock bottom and can't carry on the success it has had
for much longer without finding an answer.
There are outside groups, such as the 100
Club and Friends ofUNH Hockey, who work
hard to raise money for the teams. Recently,
UNH has fonned a friends of each sport and
already they have worked to raise a lot of

money. There are corporations that are very
interested in helping UNH athletics, such as
the Pepsi-Cola Corp., which has donated new
scoreboards to the basketball, football and
soccer teams. There is an interested party
who wants to build on to Snively or construct
a new facility, according to Umile and Director of Men's Athletics Gib Chapman.
UNH has to pick up the slack and take
care of its athletic facilities and teams or it
will no longer see a national championship
women's hockey team, a football and hockey
team that advances to the NCAA championship toumamenIB or any of the other numerous teams that have achieved success in UNH
uniforms.

Yes, the facilities are as bad as they seem
VARSITY WEIGHT ROOM

LUNDHOLM GYMNASIUM
From page 27
It's all we have: A state school
with only one gymnasium.
Men's basketball, women's
basketball and recreational sports
have to share the only three regulation basketball courts on campus.
"In men's and women's basketball, we get the court time that
we need," said women's basketball
coach Kathy Sanborn. "It's not a
problem until we're asked to go to
another facility to practice because
they want to set up for a concert."
This year, the women's basketball team hosted the first round of
the NAC tournament, but were
forced to change the time of the
game to 5 p.m:instead of the scheduled 7 p.m. tipoff because the high
school state tournament was already
scheduled.
Both the men's and women's
basketball team have had to practice off-campus. Yes, the UNH basketball teams have had to practice at
local area high schools. Because the
times are split up between men's
basketball, women's basketball and
recreation, the UNH teams have to
forfeit their times if a visiting teams

needs to practice on a day before a
game.
The locker room for the men's
team isn't bad, again because of
private funding, but the women's
team's locker room is a disgrace.
"When we bring a prospect on
campus, I'm so embarrassed about
the locker room situation that we
don't even show it," said Sanborn.
"We 're in a tiny little cage in a room
with three or four other cages shared
by other teams."
As far as recreation goes, this is
all we have.
"We have one gym, one basketball gym," said Umile. "I think
recreation is important not only to
athletes, but whether it's for faculty
orforstuden~ it's important and we
have one gym. As a student, if I'm
going to pay to go to school, recreation is important with all the other
things, the studying, social activities."
My high school in Salem, NH
had five regulation indoor basketball courts for 1,200 studenIB. UNH
has three regulation indoor courts
for 12,000 studen~, excluding faculty, staff and the community.

The UNH varsity weight room
is cramped and crowded. The room
is shared by all UNH athletic teams.
There is no UNH money in that
weight room.
"What we have for a weight
room, if you want to call it that It's
an abomination as far as a weight
room for a Division I school," said

Bowes. ''That was all done through
a raffle." Only a few years ago,
UNH football players held a raffle
and raised over $20,000 to establish
a weight room.
''There wasn't a weight room,
UNH never had a weight room,"
said Bowes. ''The University never
had a weight room here." All the

equipment in the varsity weight
room was purchased with the money
from the raffle and other private
donations, said Bowes.
There are about 660 male and
female athletes who share the weight
room and often they overflow into
the student weight room because it
is too crowded.

UNH's barbaric varsity weight room is cramped and small (Matt BeckerffNH staff photo).

LEWIS FIELDS
The soccer field is dangerous. It is literally dangerous.
Men's soccer coach Mike
Noonan said that he can not
schedule games with Brown,
Yale, UConn and Boston College because they won_'t play on
the UNH field.
"It's flat out inadequate,"
said Noonan. "It's inadequate
for a high school."
The soccer field is located
on a plot of land that runs diagonal to the baseball field. rA
corner of the soccer field runs
into the baseball right field and
comes dangerously close to the
right field fence, which is lined
at the top with barbed wire.
The men's soccer team does
not have a practice field, so they
are forced to use the game field.
The women's team shares the

Fall
sports
reporter
meeting
today at 3

game field with the men and
also have no practice field. They
are forced to practice on the
field behind Snively arena.
There is hardly any grass there.
,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;
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The fence that lines the UNH baseball faeld runs dangerously close to the
soccer field (Matt BeckerffNH staff photo).

I - I ~·I -_I>~ w
TIie 1op ~ die feace ii lined witll barbed
wire (Matt B«kerfl"NH staff photo).
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Women's lax outplayed by Cornell, end season at 8-5
By Joan Schultz
TNH Sports Staff

Senior Diane McLoughlin will be one of four key women laxers that UNH
will mi~ next year (TNH fde photo).

Daley's record day helps UNH crush
the Catamounts of Vermont, 17-9
M.LAX, from page 28

Vona leads the NAC in save percentage
with a .628 average.
Another positive moment for the
team was UNH's fifth goal of the game,
as senior co-captain Craig Paczkowski
scored his first career goal. Paczkowski
has been a four-year role player in the
Wildcat defensive squad. Midfielder
Peter DeCandia also scored his first career goal, extending the Wildcat lead to
11-4 late in the first half.
Vermont put one more point on the
scoreboard before the end of the half, but

the score remained in UNH's favor with
the score at 11-5.
"From a coaching point of view, I
think we played real well," Urquhart
said. "Our shooting was great, we played
a great transition game and we won
more ground balls."
"Our defense looked like a great
division I defense," said Presbrey. "And
I think we are playing with confidence."
The Wildcats are now 7-5 on the
season and will host Dartmouth for their
last game of the season this Wednesday
at 3 p.m.

Cornell showed the UNH women's lacrosse
team that there is some truth to the saying, "Any
team can beat any other team on any given day."
Cornell, the number three seed in the ECAC
tournament, upset second-seeded UNH, 7-4, in
the first round on Saturday.
The Big Red must have remembered the 6-4
beating the Wildcats gave it earlier in the season.
Cornell came out on fire.
"There's that whole thing of beating a team
twice in one season," said coach Marjorie Anderson. "I guess we learned that the hard way."
UNH had trouble against Cornell's strong
zone defense. "In the first half, we weren't
reading the holes in the zone and struggled to
finish," said Anderson.
"Cornell did a good job of trying to take
people out of the game," said senior co-captain
Alita Haytayan. Haytayan was faceguarded all
game long by a Cornell defender who wouldn't
let UNH's top scorer out of her sight. Haytayan,
who sees excessive action behind the net as a
feeder and play maker, never really got the chance
to make much happen.
Without Haytayan 's usual offensive freedom, UNH lacked spark. Diane McLoughlin and
Laurie Geromini were also closely marked.
However, they had their consistent strong games.
At halftime, Cornell was ahead 3-1, with the
lone UNH goal scored by Haytayan. UNH was
plagued all afternoon by turnovers and lack of
communication. "We had key turnovers at the
wrong time," said Laura Clark. "We turned the
ball over a number of times and it made a difference. We couldn't capitalize."
"We were awarded many free positions in the
second half, but we couldn't seem to score," said
Anderson. "Every time the ball was in our favor,
we were either shut down by Cornell, dropped the
balJ. or were stopped by a call from the referee."
Anderson said Cindy Provencher, Geromini,
Diane McLoughlin, Maja Hansen, Tiffany Johnson and Kim Tombarelli all had good games.
"Tombarelli was a great attacking threat, finishing on every opportunity she had," said Ander-

son. Tombarelli scored two goals in the second
half. The other UNH goal was put in by
McLoughlin. Cornell netted four goals in the
second half, ending UNH's season.
. "The difference in the game wasn't that we
played extremely badly, but that we didn't play
overly outstanding," said Toni Felini.
Fatigue could have also been another factor in
Saturday's outcome, as UNH played Vennont on
Thursday. Although UNH beat Vennont 5-3, a
tough second half could have hindered the 'Cats
performance against Cornell.
UNH took a quick 4-1 lead at halftime with 1
three goals by Haytayan and one goal by
McLoughlin. In the first half, UNH played as a
unit and moved the ball around on attack enough
to score. However, UNH could only manage one
goal and allowed Vennont two goals in the second
half. UNH's difficulty occurred in its transition
game, tentative attack and interceptions.
However, Christa Hansen had an excellent
game in net for the Wildcats with 11 saves.
The Wildcats' second-half attack was continually halted by tremendous Catamount defensive pressure. "Vennont plays a very unorthodox
style that is always successful against us," said
coach Anderson. "It was hard for us to maintain
our composure, but we maintained it enough for a
win."
UNH was only ahead by one goal late in the .
second half. Amy Gale took some pressure off the
Wildcats, netting a goal with 20 seconds remaining in the game. Felini had the assist
UNH ended its season with a record of 8-5.
UNH will miss its invaluable seniors next year,
losing Alita Haytayan (118 points in her career),
Diane McLoughlin (80 points), Laurie Geromini
(32 points) and Christa Hansen (121 saves).
"This year's seniors have been vital to the
team unity and progress on and off the field," said
coach Anderson. "They're irreplaceab e."
The coreofUNH's defense returns next spring
and Anderson will be looking for Clark (43 points
in her career), Felini (23 points), Mandy Kernan
(12 points), and Val Avramovic (3 points) to provide the offensive thrust next year.

Defense beats offense in annual
spring football scrimmage
FOOTBALL, from page 28

seen more hitting during previous drills.
"(The spring game) is really just for
fun. The scrimmages we had throughout
the spring are more intense at times than
this game," said Perry.
These words come as a surprise to
this reporter since I witnessed Perry take
a bone-crushing blow from Mike Casano
early in the day. Cassano, a strong safety
who transferred from Colgate, left a mark
for himself when he broke up a pass,
leaving Perry counting stars and hearing
bells.
"You gotta go for broke no matter
what. That was a great hit, probably the
best hit of the game," said Perry.
Perry and Cassano also played
against each other in high school, which

may have added incentive on the hit
"Johnny's locker is two down from me,
so it's a pretty good rivalry," said
Cassano.
When the fall season rapidly approaches, heated one-on-one confrontations will either make or break certain
players. This is when most every move
will be monitored for starting positions.

"Spring ball is out of respect," said
David Gamble, "but when your fighting
for a position, there are no friends."
In the fall season, Perry will be
leading the Wildcats and popping up
after hits similar to Cassano's. "He's a
great player and he 'II do a great job as a
captain," said Cassano.
And maybe, Perry, along with the

odler Wildcats, will be ordering another
Yankee Conference championship ring.

The UNII defense (In the dark jerseys) was on the top •d bottom ol Ibis play during
Saturday's sprin& football scrbnmqe (Nick Frup/TNH staff photo).
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UNH athletic facilities finish last
Compared to coinpetitors, UNH doesn't make the grade

Last semester, as the UNH
hockey team prepared for the season, I wandered over to Snively
Arena to talk with coach Dick Umile
about the~ 's chances in Hockey
East. I found Umile in the visitor's
locker room with a member of the
Friends of UNH Hockey, repairing
the floor. When I asked him for a
few minutes of his time, he got up
and wiped the sweat from his forehead. On the way to his office, I
joked with him about doing this
work himself and he said that if he
didn't do it himself, it wouldn't get
done.
This is a recurring statement
from UNH coaches. If something
needs to be fixed or improved, the
athletic department and coaches
have to go and find the money to do
it from outside sources.
Sure, times are tough and UNH
doesn't have any money, but in order to compete in a Division I program, UNH has to keep up. There
isn't a surplus of money for athletics or other projects on campus because the state does not provide
enough money. New Hampshire
ranks 48 in the 50 states when it
comes to supplying state money to
higher e.ducation.
But this rather dismal statistic
is directly reflected in the athletic
department. UNH has the worst
athletic facilities in its respective
conferences. Yet we've done well.
The UNH football team brought
home the Yankee Conference
championship and advanced to the
firstround of the NCAA championships. The men's hockey team went
head to head with Maine in the
championship game of the Hockey
East finals and also advanced to the
first round of the NCAA champion-

ships. The women's basketball team

ofloot, but it's not _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;..._,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

played two games into the NAC
playoffs.
The teams' records speak for
themselves.
However, the quality of the
facilities stinks.
"I don't think the school has
ever made a commitment to the
athletic programs in terms of facilities," said UNH football coach Bill
Bowes. "When you take the elite of
the (Yankee Conference) in terms
of facilities, New Hampshire certainly has to be in the bottom three.
I think the
school is fortunate
to
have, overall,
the kind of
success it's
had in its
sports without the school
itself putting
money into
the improvement of the
facilities."
Um i I e
said
that
.~

much when you
look at what our
competitiors are
spending.
The University of Maine at
Orono,a UNHrival in every major sport, allocates$2.2 million
to
UMaine spends
$200,000 less
than UNH, yet

1---------.-

UMaine's Alfond Arena (Damon Kiewsow/Th~ Daily Maine
Campus staff photo).
said Umile. "The bottom line "We want to at least be competitive.

Give us a competitive facility and
UNH will continue to do as well as
it's always done."
Providence University's
~
.
._ r
Schneider
Arena includes a fullcothmpHaredk to Lmury boxes at UMaine's ·Alfond Ar;na (Damon Kiesow/ isn't going to happen much
longer, I'll tell you that, be- size weight room for the hockey
o er oc ey
Tht Daily Maine Campus staff photo).
cause everyone's made im- team and a sports shop in the lobby,
East SChools.
UNH's facilities are "bottom to the general fund at UMaine is $87 provements over the last four or where fans can buy PC hockey
rock-bottom."
million -- $33 million less than five years," Umile said. "Every- paraphernalia as well as sports
equipment.
"We need improvements and UNH. UMaine spends 2.5 percent one."
Boston College's Conte Forum
there is no question," Umile said. of its general fund on athletics.
Everyone has made improveHe said the poor facilities hits his
The University of Rhode Is- ments and UNH has been slow to seats 7,884 fans for, BC hockey.
program hard when he recruits stu- land spends $4.5 million on athlet- follow. Snively Arena hasn't This facility doubles as the Eagle's
dent athletes. ''We recruit the elite ics, $1.3 million of that coming changed since it was built in the basketball arena.
hockey players, not only in this directlyfromthe , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
country, but also in Canada. Our state. The $4.5
program is one of the top programs million is 3.7
in the country but our facilities are percentofURI's
not as good as others," said Umile. general fund.
"We lose kids to Wisconsin, BU,
U C o n n
BC, and Providence. We have a spends a whopbetter environment, can compete ping $5 million
with these schools academically, on athletics.
haveasgoodafollowingasanyone, orl.5 percent of
probably better. They're all there the general fund.
except the facilities and we need to
These are
improve."
only the exAccording to Jim Varn, assis- amples of other
tant vice president for administra- state schools that.
tion at UNH, the University spends UNH competes
$2.4 million on athletics, or 2.01 against. The pripercent of the $120.5 million gen- vate schools.
eral fund This may seem like tons such as Boston
is, academically it's one of the
top schools in New England.
"Athletically, we've done well
with minimal monies, but it

O 11
....-----...,-~~,-~~l~l-:-:-;;-:2-~~--T-:"::-i~i!_l_l_i_~-~-------_-_--:,.--:..-_-:---.~~-1-:___-::l_, cBoston
e g e.
,, •

University,
Villanova
and Provi-

Provideace College's Scllneider Arena (Courtesy photo).

d e n c e , The University or Massachusetts football team trains in this weight room, reserved for
would not football players only (Courtesy photo).
specify exUMaine has just finishe.d conact amounts given to athletics, mid-1960s, with the exception of
but they are well above UNH. the new boards put in last year with struction on Alfond Arena, which,
Granted, UNH money from the Friends of UNH like BC, doubles as a basketball
doesn't have as much money Hockey and a new exterior and re- court. The new rink seats 4,100 fans
as private schools, but to frigeration funded by UNH. There and includes a weight room and
compete against them, UNH are talks going on now about reno- luxury boxes at one end of the arena.
UNHhasSnively Arena, which
has toatleasthavecompetetive vating Snively or building a new
rink with major help from an out- seats 3,500 fans. The building has
facilities.
"I don't look at it side group.
one bathroom, one concession stand
~•we 're not looking for state- and poor locker room facilities for
as a state school, I look at it as
acollege,a university, whether of-the-art facilities here. We've opposing teams.
it's funded privately or whether never had that, but we don't want to
it's funded through the state," be the bottom either," said Umile.
See FACILITIES, page 27
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How bad are the UNH athletic facilities?
BY CHRIS YORK

COWELL STADIUM

SNIVELY ARENA
What a great place to see a
game - if you can get in to begin
with. If you do get into the game,
you can enjoy top-quality hockey
in the cozy atmosphere of the
"Barn." Nothing's better than UNH
hockey in this nostalgic building
with that circa de 1965 architecture.
(At least the roof didn't leak and the
ice didn't melt this year). The way
the seating is arranged, a fan is right
on top of the game and the person
sitting in front of him. If you have
to go to the bathroom between periods, you can usually catch the last Fans packed into an overcrowded Snively Arena (Tim Broadrick/
12 minutes of the next period. The TNH staff photo).
line to the only bathroom for 3,530 ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fans moves at a decent pace. The across from the one concession stand screen TV. Again, paid for by
same goes for getting a soda or a hot that is a bit more sturdy than the rest Friends of UNH Hockey. While
of the seating and would be perfect we 're at it, we may as well point out
dog at the one concession stand.
''To go in there as a fan or a for those fans in wheelchairs, but that the boards of the rink installed
spectator, you can't get out of your unfortunately, it's 10 rows up and two years ago were also purchased
seat and go to the concession," said there is no way to get you up there. by Friends of UNH Hockey.
Opposing teams aren't so foran exasperated UNH hockey coach Maybe the security people will let
Dick Umile. "It's an ordeal to go to you sit against the boards and you tunate. The visitors locker room is
the bathroom. It's an ordeal to sit can try to look over and see the nothing more than four walls. There
down here. It's an ordeal to walk up game when play is in that end of the are benches in there but no lockers.
There aren't even hooks on the wall
those bleacher seats. You've got to rink.
''There are no handicap seats," for a player to hang up his coat
be an athlete to walk up these seats."
Snively gives the students a added Umile. "The non-handicap After the game the team of 20 or so
chance to reach out to the Durham have difficulty walking up these guys can take turns using the one
shower room.
community. It gives the students a seats."
Did I mention that the state
The UNH players don't have it
chance to help some of the older
Snively Arena for the state
uses
pretty
members of the Durham commu- too bad. The locker rooms are
school hockey tournament?
high
locker
entire
the
way,
the
nity climb the treacherous bleach- nice. By
it would be held at the
Naturally,
by
for
paid
and
renovated
was
room
ers. A few workouts with the hockey
If they hold two
university.
state
TheplayFriendsofUNHHockey.
team, and anyone can make it at
only have to
they
night,
a
am
djaroom
rtable
com~
a
have
er
least to the fifth row up.~----one spare
the
into
teams
four
cram
or
study
to
room
locker
the
to
cent
Sorry to the disabled fans. We
locker
same
the
room
locker
relax
can
They
films.
game
watch
know you' re out there and would
teams
East
Hockey
visiting
the
room
over
go
and
couches
comfortable
in
like to enjoy the game, but we don't
use.
to
have
widethe
on
games
videotaped
have anywhere for you to sit There
is a flat section of the bleachers

The stadium is probably the
least of our problems. Now that an
outside group purchased the new
seats, it' a pretty good place to
watch a game. Next year, a new
scoreboard will be put up, courtesy
of the Pepsi-Cola Company.
The football team has a decent
locker room. As in the case of the
hockey team, this locker room, too,
was provided through private funding. For $250, an alumnus could
have his name inscribed on a plaque

on one of the lockers. That type of
fund raising and help from the 100
Club has met many of the needs of
the football program.
"Most of what has been done
has been done through private
fundraising," said Bill Bowes. "If
you don't do these things yourself,
then you' re never going to get them.
It's tough enough to recruit these
days, and when you don't have anything, the University just hasn't put •
the money into it, and you've got to
survive."

THE OUTDOOR TRACK

__J

(Not applicable) UNH's track
teams hold their home meets at
Spaulding High School in Rochester, N.H. Yes, the state university
has to travel to a local area high
school for home track meets.
There is an oval around the

football field, but it has deteriorated
and is now in dangerous condition.
"The track is barbaric," said
Umile, whose hockey team uses the
track for dry land workouts. ''They
run Special Olympics here. It's terrible, that track. It amazes me."

MORE ON PAGE 24

UNH's outdoor track needs a facelift (Matt BeckerfrNH staff photo).

Athletic facilities don't stand up to others
Coach Mike Noonan said the field is not
good enough for a high school program.
Many times, Noonan said, games that have
been played should not have because of the
field's con di lion. Noonan continually works
to make the program better, but he doesn't
receive the help he needs from the University. Noonan has been in contact with alumni
who are willing to donate a lot of money to
help construct a new field, but the University doesn't give him a direction.

FACILITIES, From Page 26
When a prospective hockey recruit looks
at Snively and then looks at these other facilities, where do you think he's going to want
togo?
"We're just fortunate to have some good
student athletes, some real character kids that
have worked real hard, and we've scratched
back and climbed back," Umile said in reference to the lull in UNH hockey success during the late 70s and early 80s.
"I think we have a great environment for
a student athlete to develop his skills and
compete with his skills," said Umile. "I think
it's a very conducive atmosphere. We're not
competing in a major city, it's just a nice
atmosphere. While you're going to school,
and you're fortunate enough to be a student
athlete, the facilities are not good. I'm not
going to say they're OK. They're not OK."
As far as the Field House and the playing
fields, the scene isn't much better.
The women's teams do not have individual locker rooms. Many teams share one
locker room, with each team's section cordoned off by chain-link fencing. The men's
locker rooms are a bit better, if only because
they have been renovated with outside money.
Most teams have to give up their locker
rooms when the state holds the boy's high
school basketball championships at UNH.

See FACILITIES, page 24

UMaine's football weight room (Damon Kiesow/TIit Da1J1
Maine Campus staff photo).
There aren't enough locker rooms in the
building, so the men's soccer team, as well as
other teams, is forced to practice out of gym
bags for a few weeks to accomodate the
tournament.
The men's soccer field is literally a haz-

ard. The comer of
the fields runs
dangerously close
to a chain link
fence topped with
wire.
barbed

•

W. lax falls in
ECACsto
end season,
seepage25

A look at UNH
athletic
facilities,
see page26
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Michael Hayward
TNH Sports Staff
Before this year, he had been in the
shadows of All-Americans Mark Boblick and
Jeff Mechura. He received some playing
time, but he still had to wait his tum to jump
into the offense and take conttol.
This year he has done just that. Maybe
this year he will be nominated to the AllAmerican team. And Saturday, he had the
day of all days in UNH's 17-9 defeat over the
Catammmts of Vermont.
"Basically Daley beat Vennont," said
midfielder Eric Presbrey.
Junior attacker John Daley scored 11
goals and registered one assist Saturday, an
~temoon that came within striking distance
of the national record of 14 goals set by three
players dating back to the 1920s.
Daley did break the UNH record of nine
goals in a game, and he also became the 18th
player in UNH lacrosse history to break the
100-point mark. Daley currently has 122
career points.
Coach Jim Urquhan sent Daley back in
to break the record even with the win already
in the bag.
Daley, fatigued from his scoring explosion, jogged back out onto the field as the
center of attention. And like Tim Hardaway
let Magic Johnson be the spotlight of the
NBA All-Star game, so did attacker Bill
Golden.
Golden ran toward the Catamount 's goal
and had a perfect opportunity for a goal but
instead acted unselfishly, passing to Daley,
who netted his 11th goal of the game. Players
then ran out onto the field to congratulate

Wildcat_,_

has stepped., Its
• Harnnl player. TIie
• lfsopponenll as the season has proaressed (Nick FrangislrNII
him, thinking Daley had just broken the national record.
But according to Sports Infonnation
Director Doyle Smith of the University of
Virginia and the United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association, the record is 14 goals.
"I didn't expect this, but it is a good
feeling," Daley said. "I just happened to be in
the right place at the right time."
Daley leads all Wildcats with 46 goals
and 23 assists for a total of 69 points. In the

Conner honored
Ceremony caps off 27 years at UNH
By Colin C. Haley

TNH Sports Staff
Ted Conner is not the kind ofcoach
who smiles a lot on the field. That's not
because he's unhappy, it's just that he is
so serious about baseball. This hardnosed approach to the game has made
Conner the winningest coach in UNH
baseball history and ~ed him the
respect of his players and coaches.
Conner was honored for his 30
years of service to UNH in a brief
ceremony before Saturday's doubleheader against Northeastern. Conner's
unifonn number one will never be
worn again by a UNH player or coach.
He was also presented with a UNH
rocking chair (from the 100 club), and
a pair of skis. Also honored at the
ceremony was assistant coach Pete

Michel, who has been Conner's assistant for 10 years and team captain
Dave Stewart who was presented with
aplaqueforbreakingth eall-time UNH
hit record.
Often times the best teachers are
also the toughest Just ask Rich Gale,
pitching coach for the Boston Red Sox,
and a former player under head baseball coach Ted Conner.
"He's a disciplinarian, in a good
manner," said Gale. "He's strong on
principle and doing things the proper
way. The University is definitely a
better place for having him here."
Conner's successor, David
Bettencourt, who also played under
Conner said he was excited about next

See CONNER, page 23

NAC, Daley is first in goals per game with
3.40; first in points per game with 4 .80; and
fourth in assists per game with 2.23.
Another UNH player who had a personal
best this past Saturday was senior goalie
Brian Vona He finished the game with 26
saves, breaking last year's best of 23 saves.
"Brian played very well," said assistant
coach Bill Hall. "He keeps improving with

See M. LAX, page 23

For one afternoon, the camaraderie is
forgotten and the teamwork is put on hold.
The line of scrimmage pits familiar faces
against one another and bragging rights are
installed into the game plan. Friendship is
cast aside with starting roles on the line.
For a change, the tackles at Cowell Stadium involved respect--not revenge--as fans
were once again treated to the annual Blue
and White game. Spectators left Saturday's
game with their first impression and a better
projection of the 1992 'Cats.
The matchups were unique, in that it's
not everyday you see someone planted into
the turf and helped up by the rival .
"Everybody was fighting for a position,"
said David Gamble, who need not worry
about his starting job. "You want to do the
best you can and hope your opponent does the
best he can. You make a good play and tum
around and help him up."
Matt O'Neil, a starting center and seasoned veteran, has seen this game take on
new meanings. "Sometimes it's roommate
versus roommate. You want to play hard, but
it's hard to not get mad at (the opponent)."
With the departure of Matt Griffin,
quarterbacks Rich Green and Jim Stayer
battled for the slightest edge.
Head coach Bill Bowes has yet
to designate the top man, and
rightfully so, since the decision
is still up in the air and the
competition will ultimately
improve both players.
"It's a friendly competition going on," Green said. "We
haveagoodrelationshi p. We're
rooting for each other because
it's all about who's going to
win the game (next season)."
For those keeping score at
home, Jim Stayer (31-42, 359
yds., 2 TD) had the best afternoon of the pair. Even Rich
Green, who completed eight of
21 for 126 yards, said that
Stayer played a better game.
According to most players, the spring game doesn't
compare to most of the battles
fought during practice scrimmages. John Perry, one of three
captains for next season, has

See FOOTBALL, page 25

